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A Study of the Relationship of Miscues to the Mode of Formal
Reading Instruction Received by Selected Second Graders
The present study focuses on the relationship of

miscues to the mode of formal reading instruction.
reading programs studied
Hill Programmed Reading

— Ginn

— were

The two

Reading 360 and McGraw-

considered to be representat-

ive of two different reading emphases.
It was expected that more subjects from the

Programmed Reading group would produce miscues with high
graphic and sound similarity to the expected response than
subjects from the Reading 360 -group.

Subjects who were

instructed with the approach that highlighted letter-sound

correspondences

,

Programmed Reading

,

would not make

effective use of semantic cueing systems and thus would
produce more semantically unacceptable miscues.

It was

also hypothesized that the subjects taught by the

Programmed Reading program would read with very little
comprehension

,

which would be demonstrated by their oral

retelling of the story.

On the other hand, subjects taught

program,
by the integrated reading-language experience

Reading 360

,

would make effective use of all cueing

not alter the
systems and produce more miscues which would
In addition, the subjects taught by
meaning of the story.
the story with more
the Reading 360 program would retell
of the story's theme
comprehension and a fuller understanding

and/or plot.

The subjects, 20 selected second graders fron a

racially integrated school in Norfolk, Virginia, were
asked to read and then retell the story "King Alfred and
the Cakes."

Following their oral reading their miscues

were analyzed using the Reading Miscue Inventory which
was developed by Y. Goodman and C. Burke.
It was found that the students in the Programmed

Reading group and the Reading 360 group generated

miscues that reflected the instructional approach that they
had received.

Subjects taught by the approach which

emphasized letter-sound correspondences produced more nonwords and fewer omissions and also showed a tendency to

produce miscues with high graphic and sound similarity.
Subjects taught by the integrated reading-language

experience approach appeared to generate more miscues

which were semantically acceptable, and these readers
showed a more complete understanding of what they had read,
as was reflected in the oral retelling of the story.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
A Look at Beginning Reading Instruction
The history of beginning reading instruction in
the United States has been filled with disagreement by

proponents of diverse philosophies of reading methodology.
In the beginning of the century the widely used whole word

approach began to lose ground to the highly organized

synthetic phonic approach

(N.

Smith, 1965).

Children given

formal beginning reading instruction with this approach spent

many introductory weeks working with the sounds of letters

before they began to read.

It was expected that these

children would memorize groups of words that had common
"families."

Once the children had successfully learned the

groups of words, they were given texts.

The content of

was
these texts was carefully controlled and the language

very contrived.

The primary purpose of these first reading

to
texts was to give the new readers an opportunity

practice reading word "families.
Within a short time other reading educators
beginning reading.
proposed different approaches to teach
the sentence-story
The popular whole word method led to
method were that
The basic procedures of this
or rhyme to the children
first the instructor told a story

method.
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until they became familiar with it;

then the instructor

read the story or rhyme to the children and analyzed it
into separate words and phrases;

and finally,

instructor broke the words into smaller units
1965)

the

Smith,

(II.

.

By the 1920's interest in new techniques and

approaches mounted, basal readers were enlarged, and

preprimers were introduced.

Publishers began to have

basals illustrated, and the materials used for the teaching
of beginning reading were made more appealing (Gray, 1954).
The basic reading texts that were published represented a

view of reading instruction that incorporated
sequenced skill plan

(N.

Smith, 1965).

a

carefully

By the 1950's the

publishing world had entered the public schools through
commercially prepared reading texts and this influence had
a strong impact on how teachers taught reading

1965)

.

(N.

Smith,

Many educators began to raise questions as to who

should be determining the approach to be used.
In the late 1960 's publishers devoted even more

time to reading, developing more complete reading materials
and comprehensive instructional programs
&

Winston;

Houghton Mifflin;

Ginn;

(Holt, Rinehart

and Scott, Foresman)

With this expansion came many changes in the materials,
at
partly in response to heavy criticism directed
had developed
publishers about the reading programs they
Parents, educators,
1950
and the early 1960 's.
in the

's
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and school administrators were bitterly complaining that
the children in United States

schools were not being taught

to read successfully and needed remedial work

(Flesch, 1955).

Some of the complaints centered around word attack
ability.

Chall

(1967)

claimed that basic code-breaking

skills were not being sufficiently emphasized and Strickland
(1963)

asserted that vocabulary was too controlled and that

the snytactic patterns used in the stories were too

restricting for beginning readers.

Hunt (1967) and Chall

(1967) wrote that the basal selections were too dull and

structured and that because the selections were created
for only instructional purposes, the children's interest

could not be held.
The publishers were particularly receptive to the

work of Chall when in 1967 her classic book Learning to
Read;

The Great Debate came out.

Chall had many

criticisms for the basals of the fifties and early sixties.
Her major claims were that the readers had too little

phonics and that the accompanying skills materials, which

were usually workbooks, were of little value in skill
development.

With these ideas in mind the publishers set

was broad
out to alter the programs that existed and there

change.

phonics
For example, there was an increase in the

materials that appeared in all basals.

Vocabulary and

(Ginn;
syntactical controls were changed considerably
larger publishers
Scott, Foresman, 1971). Many of the

4

hired linguistic advisors to make use of linguistic
findings to determine word order in sentences.

Multi-ethnic

editions were created which depicted a wider variety of
life styles and cultures
Ginn, 1969;

1968;

(Macmillan, 1965;

Houghton Mifflin, 1970).

Scott, Foresman,

The newer

editions no longer tried to be the Bible for reading
instruction but encouraged teachers to use their own
resources and creativity.
By the early 1970's many of the comprehensive

programs of the sixties had undergone a further revision
and again the commercially prepared reading programs were

extensively overhauled.

The quality and the versatility

of reading approaches have improved and there is a great

deal of diversity.

Currently there are basal reader

approaches, language-experience approaches, linguistic
eclectic
reading approaches, individualized reading plans,

approaches, and innovative approaches such as the initial
and
teaching alphabet, words in color, and programmed

computer-based reading instruction.

Each of these

definition of
approaches has major variations in the basic
activities
reading, the materials used, the types of

instruction (Aukerman,
suggested, and the specific method of
recommend
Schools throughout the United States
1971)
within schools divergent
different reading programs, and even
beginning reading instruction.
reading programs are used for
.

were Reaaing_ 360>
The programs used in this study

.
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published by Ginn, and Programmed Reading
by McGraw-Hill.

,

published

These two programs differ in that the

Reading 360 program emphasizes an integration of the
strategies of word recognition and comprehension, and the

Programmed Reading program places a strong emphasis on
the child's figuring out the identity of words by making
use of grapheme-phoneme correspondence.

Programmed Reading

.

Programmed Reading is based

upon a psychological theory proposed by

B.

F.

Skinner which

states that upon receiving the introduction of a stimulus,
a

reader responds in a predetermined manner (Skinner, 1958)

In the programmed instruction devised by McGraw-Hill the

reading skills that are to be taught are subdivided into
small units and organized sequentially to proceed from

simple to more difficult learnings.

The stimulus often

takes the form of a cartoon or word and the beginning

reader is to respond in a predetermined way.

In Programmed

Reading the child covers the correct response with his

marker before he attempts to give the correct word or
letter response.

The commercially prepared program, edited

by Buchanan and Sullivan, deals with the word recognition

aspect of reading, since the skills of word attack, specifically phonics and structural analysis, are easier to

program than are the skills related to comprehension.
Basically Programmed Reading is

a series of

approach
more than 20 workbooks that utilize a linguistic

.
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to the teaching of beginning reading.

Included in this

approach is the early introduction to letters and letter
names.
here.

The ability to recognize letters is a prerequisite

Sound-symbol relationships are taught through the

use of carefully sequenced word patterns and those words

that have a high sound-symbol regularity are taught first.

There is little emphasis on understanding and comprehension

with this approach.

Reading is considered a process

of translating print into sounds and the major focus is to

assist the child through constant repetition to learn to

decode or recognize words

(Dykstra, 1968)

In addition to the softbound workbooks there are

short readers which are carefully controlled and use

vocabulary that retains consistent spelling patterns.

Reading 360.

The Reading 360 program was

developed in response to the wants and needs of readers of
the seventies.
in education,

It was believed that the recent research

linguistics, psychology, and sociology

warranted a change in the reading program previously
published by Ginn.

Reading 360

's

authors asserted that

children were known to be capable of receiving more
offered
intellectual challenge and should therefore be

more stimulation.

In addition the teaching of reading

should be
need not be taught in isolation, but rather
writing,
integrated with the other language arts of

7

listening, and speaking, thus creating a total reading

language experience program.

Further, the authors felt

that new instructional strategies should be offered to
the teachers to assist them in getting beginning readers

to decode more efficiently.

Also, Reading 360 believed

that the reader cannot be expected to learn fictional and

nonfictional selections independently but needs specific
instruction to adapt strategies to various types of

written materials.

Last, the Ginn program hoped to help

the reader make the transition from the instructional

program to reading children's literature independently
(Clymer, 1970)

.

The philosophy of reading presented by Clymer,
the senior author, defined reading instruction as a

situation in which the reader not only is encouraged to

understand the reading process but in addition is helped
ideas that
to verify what he has read and then apply the
Thus, reading in the Reading

360_

sounds;
view is more than merely emphasizing letter

it

were to be processed.

message and then
also involves understanding the author's
materials and utilize
being able to critically evaluate the
the concepts read.

primary authors
Robert Ruddell (1973), one of the

outlined the goals that an
of the Reading 360 -program,
program tries to
integrated reading-language experience

achieve and has stated this

instruction.
in his text on reading

.
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1.

The ability to communicate clearly in
oral and written forms in a variety of
social settings

2.

The ability to understand and use oral
and written language in both receptive
and expressive forms

3.

The ability to use comprehension and
problem-solving strategies in relation
to the purpose established in reading
and listening situations

4.

The ability to decode new words and to
encode or spell words as required in a
variety of reading and writing situations

5.

The ability to use research and study
skills in interpreting content from
subject areas

6.

The ability to express, interpret, and
enjoy thoughts in creative form

7.

Sensitivity to and appreciation of
language and literature as used in
variety of life situations (p. 136)

a

Statement of the Problem
Many reading educators have begun to analyze the

reading process and have come up with several components.
Reading can be viewed as skill development, as a visual act,
as a

perceptual act, as a reflection of cultural background,

as
as a thinking process, as information processing,

associational learning, and as

a

psycholinguistic process.

process
However, there is no one aspect of the reading
the others.
which should be emphasized to the exclusion of

teaching reading
It has been shown that no one method of
is the panacea for all children

(Bond and Dykstra,

1967)

.
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Most reading educators are in accord that children need

extensive instruction in word recognition techniques and
should have opportunities to develop their reading

vocabularies and to read for understanding.

Reading is an

independent and often silent experience and it is neither

efficient nor easy for reading educators to obtain infor-

mation about the language cues the beginning reader uses,
the oral reading errors the reader produces, or the reading

strategies the beginning reader has mastered.

One way to

gain this information is to examine the oral reading

behavior of readers and specifically analyze their miscues,
or oral reading errors.

By examining a miscue, a reading

educator can determine what strategies the reader is

employing and what language systems are operating
(K.

Goodman, 1973)
It was the purpose of this study to combine the

new insights in reading education and pyscholinguistics and

determine if there is a relationship between the generated

miscues that second graders produce and the approach of
their instructional reading program.

Many new reading

programs are currently available on the market and
of these
enormous amounts of money go into the purchase
the effect
programs, but have school districts considered

performance?
of reading programs on children's reading
conducted which have
Many comparison studies have been

program with
compared one commercially prepared reading
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another (these comparisons will be dealt with in the
review of the literature) but in these comparative studies
the emphasis is on which program has been more successful in

getting readers to score higher on standardized reading
This study was carried out not to ascertain if one

tests.

of the two programs is more effective than the other but

rather to determine if reading programs make a difference
in the oral reading errors that selected second graders

generated when asked to read a new and unfamiliar selection.

Goodman's Model and the Reading Miscue Inventory

Goodman (1973) has identified reading as

a

process

in which a reader tries to discover what the writer means,
at the same time developing more of an independent concep-

tual foundation.
(Gibson, 1973;

The reader, knowledgeable about language
Slobin, 1970), brings his total experience

to the reading situation.

Reading is a psycholinguistic

graphic
interaction in which the reader decodes from the
deep structure.
stimulus not to speech, but directly into

encodes the meaning into
In oral reading, the reader then
comprehension and communication are the
speech.

Since

proficient reader may
primary reasons for reading, the
in vocabulary and syntax
recode into speech transformation
meaning. Three
with no modification in the overall
employed and interrelated in
varieties of information are

their use:

phonographic, syntactic, and semantic.

As

readers become more proficient and have better control over
language structure, more advanced conceptual abilities,
more experiences, and better sampling strategies, they tend
to use fewer and fewer graphic cues.

The process of reading

cannot be divided into separate systems or skills for either

research or instructional purposes because the reader does
not use all the information that is available to him in the
text;

rather, a reader uses only what is necessary to

predict a decodable language structure.
Thus, the model of the reading process identified

by Goodman

(1970)

is based on reading as a selection process

whereby the reader makes use of three broad strategies:
predicting, confirming, and comprehending.

Goodman's model of the reading process is presented

below and is the theoretical foundation for the research
instrument which was used in the study (Singer and Ruddell,
1970).

1.

2.

3.

4

.

The reader scans a line of print from left
to right and down the page, line by line.
Some
He fixes at a point to permit focus.
located,
centrally
be
of the print will
and some peripheral.
He selects by using graphic information
cued by prior choices, his language
knowledge, his cognitive styles, and
learned strategies.

cues
He forms a perceptual image using
cues.
and anticipated

..

,

.
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5.

The memory is searched for related
syntactic, semantic, and phonological cues,
which may cause selection of further graphic
cues and a reforming of the perceptual
image

6.

The reader makes a tentative choice consistent with graphic cues.
Semantic analysis
leads to partial decoding.
This meaning
is stored in short-term memory as he proceeds.

7.

If no tentative guess (choice) is
he checks the recalled perceptual
tries again.
If a guess is still
possible, he gathers more graphic
the text

8.

If a decodable choice is possible, he tests
it for semantic and grammatical acceptability.

9.

If the tentative choice is not acceptable
syntactically or semantically, he regresses,
scanning from right to left along the line
and up the page to locate a point of semantic
When this is
or syntactic inconsistency.
If no
again.
read
starts
to
he
located,
inconsistency is identified he reads on,
seeking some cue which will make reconcil-

possible,
input and
not
cues from

iation possible.
10.

If the choice is acceptable, decoding is
extended, meaning is assimilated with prior

meaning, and prior meaning is accommodated,
He forms expectations
if necessary.
concerning input and meaning that are to
come
11.

The cycle continues

(pp.

269-270)

One of the primary outgrowths of Goodman's

research
research was the development of the field of miscue

developed by
specifically the research-based instruments
By
Burke.
Kenneth Goodman, Yetta Goodman, and Carolyn
or alter while
examining the words readers omit, insert,
aloud, the reading
they read a new and unfamiliar section
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educator can see that the use of miscues become qualitatively
better as readers develop more proficient reading strategies
(Wayne Studies,

1967—1973)

.

Often beginning readers omit

words that they do not know and are not able to identify.
When readers are encouraged to figure out the unfamiliar
words, knowing that the words will not be told to them by
the miscue examiner, they soon work through strategies to

convert what they are reading into real and meaningful
language.

These overt reading behaviors, which are not

regarded as mistakes, are used to unlock aspects of

intellectual processing.
The Reading Miscue Inventory

(Y.

Goodman and

is a systematic observational instrument

Burke, 1972)

which describes children's oral reading behavior based on
the concept of miscue analysis.

Miscues as denoted by

Goodman and Burke are occurrences of differences between
the text and the reader's response.

Miscues are not

categorized as errors but rather as a way of obtaining
data so that one can analyze the strategies that a
reader is utilizing.

To use the inventory as directed by

Yetta Goodman and Carolyn Burke the reader is provided with
a story in a text which is unfamiliar and relatively

difficult.

The oral reading is taped and during the

reading no interruptions are permitted.

The reader

proceeds as if solving a problem unaided and with no
interference.

When the reader has completed the reading

and respond
of the story, he is asked to retell the story

:

to a series of open-ended questions.

The generated

miscues are then tabulated and analyzed to allow the

researcher to determine what reading strategies and
language cues the reader is using.

Guiding Questions
This study examined the miscues, or oral reading

deviations, of selected second graders who had received
formal reading instruction in the first grade with either

Ginn Reading 360 or the McGraw-Hill Programmed Reading

.

The hypotheses guiding this researcher were as

follows

Subjects taught by the approach which
emphasized letter-sound correspondences
will generate miscues that focus on graphic
cues almost to the exclusion of other cueing

1.

systems.
2.

Subjects taught by the approach which
emphasized letter-sound correspondences
will not make effective use of semantic
cueing systems.

3.

Subjects taught by the approach which
emphasized letter-sound correspondences
will sound out words on a regular basis.

4.

5

.

Subjects taught by the approach which
emphasized letter-sound correspondences
will read with very little comprehension,
as demonstrated in their oral retelling
of the story.

Subjects taught by the approach which
emphasized letter-sound correspondences
will utilize strategies that are based,
principally on identifying the sounds in
the words.

15
6.

Subjects taught by the integrated readinglanguage program will make effective use
of graphophonic syntactic, and semantic
cueing systems.
,

7.

Subjects taught by the integrated readinglanguage program will produce more semantically acceptable miscues.

8.

Subjects taught by the integrated readinglanguage program will produce more miscues
which are acceptable language and hence
more syntactically acceptable.

9.

Subjects taught by the integrated readinglanguage program will retell the unfamiliar
story with more comprehension and a better
understanding of the theme and/or the plot
of the selection.

Assumptions of the Study
It is assumed that children's reading behavior can

be studied by examining their oral reading deviations and

that such miscues can provide data from which one can acquire

fundamental insights about what happens when a reader interacts with the printed text.
It is assumed that through miscue analysis one

operating.
can ascertain the reading strategies that are

Definition of Terms
1.

2.

Decoding: Process of rendering written
that
or printed symbols into speech forms
recorded.
were originally

Expected response: The anticipated
response of a reader to all the features
of the graphic display.

16

3.

Grapheme

4

Grapheme-Phoneme correspondence
Reflects the alphabetic nature of our
writing system in which graphemes are
used to stand for speech sounds.

.

:

Refers to a letter.
:

5.

Mis cue
An observed response to printed
text that does not conform to what is
expected;
an oral reading deviation.

6.

Phonics
A method of teaching reading
in which the key units taught to children
are letter-sound correspondences.

7.

Phoneme
The smallest unit of language
which can differentiate one utterance from
another.

8.

Psycholinguistics
The study of the
interrelationships of psychology and
linguistic behavior.

9.

Readers use their language
Predicting
proficiency to form hypotheses.

;

:

:

:

:

10.

As readers read and make
Confirming
predictions, they then test their hypotheses
to see if they are syntactically and
semantically acceptable.

11.

Comprehending: As the reader reads, he
develops and integrates meaning.

:

Justification of the Study
The area of improving reading instruction has been

given top priority in the field of reading.

Considerable

research has been conducted concerning beginning reading

instruction and reading programs.
attempts by the United States

There have been numerous

Office of Education, the

Reading
National Reading Council, and the International

17

Association to investigate methods and materials in order
to improve current approaches and school programs with the

hope of alleviating the number of children who have reading

problems.
One of the major efforts was the First Grade

Reading Studies, coordinated by Guy Bond (1967).

This

effort of 27 independent studies was sponsored by the

United States

Office of Education and compared several

beginning reading programs.

All of the studies that

comprised the research utilized standardized tests to
evaluate the effect of basal readers, phonics programs,
linguistics programs, special alphabets, individualized

reading programs, and language-experience programs.

One

of the tests consistently used was the Stanford Achievement

Test.

The Primary
1.

I

reading test consists of four subparts:

The word study skills require the child
to match spoken inital sounds, match

ending sounds, match spoken words with

written words, and select the printed
word that rhymes
2.

v/ith the

spoken word.

The word reading test is designed to measure
to
the application of word study skills

met in
words that the child probably has not
his basic sight vocabulary.

.

.
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3.

The paragraph meaning test measures

comprehension

4.

Vocabulary is dictated to the child to
check verbal background.

Another test used in the First Grade Studies was
the San Diego County Reading Attitude Test.

This was a

survey of children's attitudes and interests in reading.
All the studies used a similar research design, measurement

instrument, and method of gathering data (Bond and Dysktra,

Furthermore, all of the studies measured reading

1967).

as a global skill in which the primary result was grade-

equivalent scores.

The general conclusion that was drawn

from the First Grade Studies is that no one method seems

consistently superior to any other method.
Uhat is significant about the First Grade Studies
for this study is that in no instance was there mention of

or reference to the influence of formal reading instruction
on the strategies or techniques that beginning readers

employ or the effect of reading approaches on beginning
readers'

reading performance.

In this way the present

the First Grade
study will expand upon the research done in

Studies
the outcome
Aukerman (1971) has written quite a bit on
He disagreed with the outcome
of the First Grade Studies.

s
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of the studies which claimed that superior
reading

performance is not due to program but to teacher.

He does

not believe that -it is the teacher who necessarily makes
the greatest impact on a child's reading success; he feels

that commercial reading programs are an important influence
and more research should be done to evaluate them.
(1971)

Aukerman

claims that many of the procedures and methods used

in schools today are incomplete, inadequate, and incompatible

with each other.

In fact, not even a master teacher would

be able to effectively teach with the existing situations.
He urges that reading educators determine which programs

and instructional procedures are most effective from

among the one hundred approaches that are currently available.
This study hopes to take Aukerman'

s

mandate into account and

continue with the investigation of methods and materials
that are presently being used in the United States to teach

young children to read.

At this juncture there are few

adequate and reliable reports to prove that reading

programs affect the way that children attack new and

unfamiliar words in print.

This study accepts Aukerman'

request and will examine the strategies employed by selected

second graders who have been instructed with two different

reading approaches.
Finally, De Lawter (1975), in her study of the

relationship of children's reading programs and the variety
list in
of oral reading deviations, working with a word
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isolation and in context, did not use reading selections
that were in a contextual setting.

After she had compiled

her data, De Lawter called for more directed research to
be conducted.

This study expands upon the groundwork

investigated by De Lawter (1970) to determine if there
are differences in miscue patterns among children taught by

different beginning approaches.

This study also expands

upon previous studies by using the diagnostic instrument

developed by

Y.

Goodman and 3urke to determine if there are

differences in the reading strategies of second graders who
have had beginning reading situations which differ in

methodology, content, presentation of materials, and

interaction with teacher and peers.

Reading instruction in the United States has been
the target of a great deal of criticism.

In the past decade

numerous so-called reading experts have appeared with the

panacea for all reading classrooms.

Many of the difficulties

that have existed are noteworthy, and many teachers have not

had sufficient training or extensive enough background in
the field of reading to be able to evaluate the effects of

different approaches.

Thus, this study was undertaken to

expand the current body of reading research on approaches
that are currently being used in schools.

There still

more
remains a need for reading educators to understand

how they
comprehensively instructional reading programs and
employ.
relate to the reading strategies that readers

:
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CHAPTER

II

RELATED LITERATURE
The theoretical information and empirical data

relevant to this study are classified into the following
areas
1.

Comparative Beginning Reading Studies
a.

First Grade Reading Studies

b.

Jeanne Chall's Comparative Reading Survey

c.

Other Comparative Primary Reading Studies

d.

Studies on Programmed Reading

e.

Summary of Comparative Beginning

Reading Studies
2.

Research Studies on Oral Reading Errors
a.

Patterns of Word Recognition Errors

b.

Relationship of Oral Reading Errors to
Reading Instruction

c.

Observation of Children's Behavior
While Reading

d.

Summary of Research Studies on Oral

Reading Errors
3.

Concluding Statement

Comparative Reading Studies
Many large-scale research projects have been

beginning
conducted on approaches for the teaching of
reading.

able
Upon examination of the literature one is
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to ascertain that few of the studies yield any dramatic

results about the efficacy of one approach over another.

First Grade Reading Studies
In the mid 1960's the United States

Office of

Education, Cooperative Research Branch, under the direction
of Guy Bond, sponsored 27 independent studies to compare

the effectiveness of various instructional approaches for

beginning reading.

The studies were comparisons among

instructional approaches and included basal reading
approaches, phonic and linguistic approaches, special

orthographic programs, individualized reading programs,
and the language experience approach.

It was predetermined

by the coordinator that the research carried out would be
as parallel as feasible in terms of background data on the

subjects, schools and teachers, and evaluation of outcomes,
as well as controlling for pupil and teacher selection.

It was further decided that at least 20 experimental and
20 control classes would be involved in each of the studies.

The researchers evaluated divergent programs by comparing
the reading achievement test scores of the subjects.

The study conducted by Bordeaux and Shope (1966)
and sensory
sought to focus on the importance of phonics
instructional
experiences to determine if either of these
program that had
features could improve the basal reader
worked with 751 children
been used prior to the study. They
They concluded that the more varied
in North Carolina.
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experiences the children had, the more they learned, and
this affected their progress in reading.

Thus the sensory

approach combined with both the basal reader and phonics

proved more beneficial than the basal reader approach
combined only with phonics.
Harry Hahn (1966) designed a study in Oakland,
Michigan, to examine the relative effectiveness of three

approaches to beginning reading instruction.

One of the

approaches was the language experience approach, another
was the ITA, and the third was a basal reader approach.

Hahn reported that the language experience group excelled
in word meaning and vocabulary on the Stanford Achievement

Test.

An interesting outcome of Hahn's study was that the

use of workbooks, preprimers, and primers showed little

value as compared with the children's having the opportunity
together.
to interact, share their ideas, and talk informally

The first grade study of Helen Murphy (1966) was

approach to phonics
a comparison of the effects of a gradual

Foresman
instruction, as illustrated by part of the Scott,
of a program of
readers and workbooks, with the effects
the
as found
early teaching of letter names and sounds,
study Murphy
Speech-to-Print phonics program. From her
beginning reading
concluded that growth in sight words in

m

word elements;
is related to perception of

and further,

program produced better
that early teaching with a phonics

achievement scores in reading.
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Schneyer's study (1966) compared the reading

achievement of first grade children taught with the Fries
linguistic reading program with that of those taught by
the New Basic Readers of Scott, Foresman.

It was reported

that for the above-average and below-average readers in

both groups, neither commercially prepared program resulted
in significantly higher reading achievement.

However, the

children using the basal reader were more familiar with
the vocabulary found on the Stanford Achievement Test

;

thus, these readers were better at recognizing more words

than those who had been instructed

through the Fries

program.

Sheldon and Lashinger (1966) conducted a reading
study comparing three sets of reading programs:

a word-

study skill program, a modified linguistic series, and a

program with a heavy emphasis on grapheme— phoneme correspondences.

After comparing the reading achievement test

results, they found that the results showed no differences
in the reading achievement of the selected population.

Ruddell (1966) compared a basal approach, a
basal plus language structure approach, a programmed
series
linguistic series, and a programmed linguistic

Ruddell
incorporated with a language structure approach.
difference
reported that there did not seem to be much
approaches.
between the effectiveness of the four

The

by the language
programmed linguistic series was improved
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structure training, but the basal program was not.

Further,

those children instructed with the programmed linguistic
series tended to show greater skill in word recognition

than those children who had received instruction with a

basal reader.
Stauffer and Hammond (1966)
taught by language experience were superior

found that children
in word meaning,

paragraph meaning, and oral fluency as compared to children

who had been instructed in reading with a basal reader.
Their results in this comparative study favored the language

experience program.
The findings from the First Grade Studies were

mixed and the results were insignificant in terms of which
approach would make children more effective readers.

Each

one of the
of the reading approaches proved successful in
27 studies and ineffective in another.

It was apparent

to any
that no one method seemed consistently superior

other method.

Jeanne Chall's Comparative Rea ding Survey
to Read:
In 1967 Chall published Learning

Great Debate

,

The^

years of
a detailed compilation of 50

beginning reading approaches.
reading research centered on
substantial research on instructional
After surveying the more
limitations and questionable
programs and discussing their
intensive or systematic phonics
that
stated
Chall
outcomes,
as
gradual phonics instruction
instruction was superior to
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generally taught in basal readers.

She called for

programs that taught letter— sound relationships, claiming
that this manner of instruction helped average and below-

average children to read more effectively than similar

children who were given formal reading instruction through
programs with an early emphasis on meaning.

Other Comparative Primary Reading Studies
Other reading educators have been involved in

reporting their findings on the comparisons of reading
programs.

Many of the investigations were extensions of

the First Grade Studies carried into grades two and three.

Schneyer (1969) compared

a

linguistic program

with a basal reading program and found that the basal groups
were superior in paragraph meaning, spelling, and phonic
skills.

The basal group produced superior results in

comprehension for average-ability subjects and superior
results in phonic skills for high-ability subjects.

He

further reported that the basal reader subjects scored

higher in rate and accuracy of their oral reading.
Sheldon and Lashinger (1967) extended their first
grade comparative study.

They reported that by the end of

demonstrated
grade two, children in the two linguistic programs
comprehension.
better word meaning, skills, spelling, and oral
study
Stauffer and Hammond (1969) extended their

data collection,
and used several unique measures for their
and consistency
including measures of originality of content

.
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in story sequence.

They reported that for these two

categories, children instructed through language experience

were consistently more effective than those not introduced
to language experience.

Ruddell and Hartsough (1969)

,

in a longitudinal

study, continued to measure the effects of four reading

programs on children's reading achievement.

The programs

used were a basal reading series, a programmed linguistic
series, and a combination of both.

For word recognition,

comparisons of mean scores between children in the basal
group and children in the programmed linguistic group

yielded results that were not significant.

However, there

was a difference between the children's reading skills

when the measures dealt with the identification of words

with consistent spelling patterns.

Here again, as with the

original study, children taught with the linguistic

programs showed greater skill with questions related to

word identification than children taught with the basal
programs
Studies on Programmed Reading
The Journal of Programmed Reading

cation of McGraw-Hill

,

,

a

publi-

conducted and then reported several

children instructed
studies comparing the performance of
those taught by
with Programmed Reading with that of
The validity of the
other approaches to beginning reading.
speculation as there
results of these studies are open to
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was a commercial interest involved.

In all of the

studies that were written and discussed in the journal,
the children who had received instruction with Programmed

Reading performed better and demonstrated more sizable

reading growth.

A first grade study was conducted in California
The readers were matched

with two groups of 21 children.

on the basis of mental maturity, IQ, socioeconomic status,

and readiness scores.

The control group received their

formal reading instruction with a conventional basal reader.
On the Gates Diagnostic Test

,

the average year end

score for the basal reader group was 3.13 and for the

group using the Programmed Reading it was 4.22, a

difference of 1.09.

The basal reading group showed an

increase in reading growth of

2

.

13 while the Programmed

Reading group showed an increase in reading growth of
3.22, a difference of 1.09.

Another California school utilized the Programmed
Reading program and reported

a study

for the journal in

on the
which larger groups of first graders were matched
The control group was instructed with a
basis of IQ.
the Californi a.
basal reader and obtained a mean of 2.6 on
with
The children who were instructed
Achievement Test
.

mean of 3.3, a
the Programmed Reading obtained a

difference of .7.
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The journal reported other comparative studies
on Programmed Reading in Indiana and Michigan.

In both

instances the children who had received formal reading

instruction with the Programmed Reading program did
slightly better.

Summary of Comparative Beginning Reading Studies
Thus, one can review comparative reading studies

over the past 10 years and find very little conclusive
data.

Those reading approaches that emphasized letter

sounds often produced early development in word naming but

no advantage in fluency and comprehension, while those

approaches that emphasized a language experience

orientation or that used a basal reader provided more
breadth and interest and produced greater comprehension.

Research Studies on Oral Reading Errors
In the area of oral reading errors, research

about the
has been conducted to provide more information
that is
process of reading, in turn yielding information

instructional
helpful for the development of sounder

reading programs for beginning readers.

P atterns of

Word Recognition Errors

Weber (1970) reported in

a study

dealing with

that both strong and weak
children's use of syntactic cues
linguistic structures in
readers used their knowledge of
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their reading.

She scored the oral reading errors of two

first grade classes in terms of graphemes, word structure,

grammatical acceptability, and semantic appropriateness.
Clay (1967)

followed the reading achievement of

first grade children as they learned to read by a method
that emphasized meaningful units.

She observed a reading

progression pattern in which children first learn to match

printed sentences with total sentences, then learn to
match printed sentences in parts, and finally learn that
for each word in the printed sentence there is a corres-

ponding word in oral language.

Biemiller (1970) analyzed the oral reading errors
of first grade children and developed a three-phase model

of reading acquisition.

He asserted that reading errors

are powerful cues to use in diagnosing a child's reading

performance.

He did not suggest that one beginning approach

be used rather than any other, but only that reading

material be contextual.

Relationship of Oral Reading Errors to Reading
Instruction
Barr (1971) did an analysis of oral responses

instruction in
of readers after a two-month period of
with a phonics
which one group of readers were instructed

program and another with a basal series.

She reported that

revealed a greater prothe readers in the phonics group
graphically constrained
portion of non-response errors and
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responses than those in the basal reader group.
De Lawter

(1970)

studied the relationship between

beginning reading instruction and the oral reading errors
of second graders in New York City.

She utilized reading

approaches that can be classified into the categories of
decoding emphasis and meaning orientation.

From her results

she concluded that there were definite relationships between

the oral reading errors and the instructional approach that
the subjects had received in first grade.

The patterns that

emerged were consistent with the different emphases of the
reading instructional programs and supported her hypothesis.
The research conducted by De Lawter has the most direct

relationship to the present study in that similar questions
were asked.

The major difference between the two studies

is that in De Lawter' s study the children read 30 test

words presented first in isolation and then in context.
Also, the children did not read orally a new and unfamiliar
story.

Barr (1972) in another study described the

patterns of word recognition errors made by 41 prereading
first graders taught under two different instructional

methods.

She concluded that different instructional

methods influence differentially the pattern of word

recognition errors.
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Observation of Children's Behavior While Reading
In the past decade reading educators have begun

to look closely at children's oral reading behavior and have

tried systematically to describe what is happening.

In a

study of the oral reading errors of first, second, and third
grade children, Kenneth Goodman (1965) examined the generated

miscues in a sequence of reading selections.

These miscues

were then compared to the errors that the same children made
as they read real words in isolation.

Goodman noted that

the children were better able to recognize words in context

than words in isolation.

These findings indicated to

reading educators that there were additional cues within a

contextual selection.
into three categories:

within readers, and

(3)

As a result Goodman placed cues
(1)

cues within words,

(2)

cues

cues external to language structures.

It was found that from 66 percent to 92 percent of the words

missed in the lists were read correctly in context.
this study Goodman categorized the subjects

From

errors

according to linguistic terminology and soon developed his
taxonomy.

The Taxonomy of Reading Miscues has become

Wayne Studies
the principal instrument for the numerous

Inventory
and from the taxonomy the Reading Miscue
evolved.

Both of these instruments have had major

behavior.
influence on the analysis of oral reading
Goodman's initial
The first study which followed
slow and average
breakthrough was a developmental study of

.
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beginning readers by Y. Goodman (1967).

This study contained

a careful analysis of the miscues of six subjects who had their

oral reading recorded once a month for nine months.

She

noted that the comprehension of the selections read was

affected by the interest and experiential background of the
readers.

In addition she observed that the less proficient

first graders relied more heavily on graphic cues.

The

study yielded much information on the strategies that

beginning readers utilize when faced with new and unfamiliar
reading material.

Following this study

K.

Goodman and Burke (1968)

analyzed the oral reading miscues of 12 proficient readers
in the middle grades.

The outcome of this research showed

the intermediate-level readers using the three facets of

language

(phonology, syntax, and semantics) and also

indicated that proficient readers do not necessarily recode

graphic input as speech but go directly to the deep
structure
There have been numerous dissertations which
Goodman.
have supported the model developed by Kenneth
from readers
Miscue studies have been diversified, ranging
geographic areas to
of different dialects and different

readers with a perceptual handicap.

The miscue studies

as well as basals,
have involved all school content areas
Some of the studios have looked
fiction, and nonfiction.
others at comprehension,
at the phenomenon of substitution,

and others at syntax.
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One of the first dissertations was that of
Burke
(1969)

in which the oral reading of a group of highly

Proficient sixth graders was analyzed with particular
emphasis on miscues involving changes in grammatical
structure.

One of her conclusions was that the quantity

of miscues generated is unrelated to the reader's overall

comprehension.

She further noted in her research that the

grammatical function of the written material tended to be
retained by the sixth graders even when they produced miscues
In addition she found a strong tendency for the miscues to

retain a high semantic proximity.

Allen (1969) looked at the occurrence of sub-

stitution miscues in children in the second, fourth, and
sixth grades.

He selected readers who were average for

their grade placement to study substitutions in the written

material.

He found that there was little relationship

between the number of miscues a reader produced and the
reader's overall comprehension.
In a study of the oral reading behavior of fourth

graders, Carlson (1970) had the subjects read a variety
of selections that differed in content and context.

He

concluded that there was no direct relationship between
the amount of miscues generated and the recall of factual

information.
In a study of 18 children, Menosky

(1971)

compared

portion of
the miscues that are produced during the initial
at the end
of a selection with the miscues that are produced
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She concluded that the average and high-average readers

discovered enough context in the initial portion of
the selections to get meaning from the story.

The length

of the selection tended to be significant only for those

readers experiencing difficulties in processing the text.
She also found that the quality of miscues tended to

improve as the children read through the stories.
All of the miscue research that has been gathered

utilized small populations but from these subjects a large
corpus of data has been assembled and examined.

Both the

studies employing the taxonomy and those utilizing the

Reading Iliscue Inventory have served to bring together
new understandings about how readers read and in turn have

expanded the Goodman reading model.

In addition, the

data will be used to improve reading instruction and help
in curriculum development.

Summary of Research Studies on Oral Reading Errors

There has been much interest in examining

children's behavior while they are reading orally.

By

their
observing beginning readers read and by examining
the process
miscues, researchers can gain insights about
Researchers are now looking at
of how one learns to read.

relationship the
oral reading miscues to ascertain what
and sound-symbol
deviation has to the syntax, semantics,
Reading educators are on the way
facets of a selection.
language and reading
to bridging the gap between

instructional programs.

,
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Concluding Statement
The research in the area of comparative reading has

indicated that inconsistencies were prevalent, and when
significant differences were recorded they were quite small.
In the First Grade Studies and those that have evolved from

them, the coordinators agreed that combinations of methods

rather than single programs would be most beneficial to a
child's reading growth and development.

There were many

investigators who suggested that trends be analyzed and
that related research be conducted to produce sounder

reading programs.
The research studies reviev/ed here that deal with

oral reading errors regard such errors as a way of providing

insights into the strategies that beginning readers bring
to the reading task.

The collected studies show that

examining oral reading errors helps to reveal the varieties
words.
of information that a reader has used to recognize new

This research and related literature will add to a larger
takes
body of knowledge about the reading process and what

place when a beginning reader utilizes graphophonic
them to
syntactic, and semantic cues and interrelates

gain meaning from print.
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CHAPTER

III

RESEARCH PROCEDURES
The Sample

The subjects for this study were selected from two

similar second grade classrooms at Larchmont School in
Norfolk, Virginia.

Of the 20 children who were involved,

10 were drawn from one classroom and 10 from another.

The

children in each group had attended first grade together
The children ranged in

and none of them had repeated it.
age from

6

years 11 months to

7

years 10 months.

All of the subjects were selected by their

respective classroom teachers on the criterion that they
had received formal reading instruction in either Reading
360 or Programmed Reading in the first grade and were

now continuing with the same reading program.

No achieve-

ment tests had been administered to the 20 subjects;
there were no available scores.

thus,

The 20 subjects were all

said to be normally intelligent and to have no emotional
or physical problems which might interfere

with their

oral reading.

Even though there was no attempt to analyze the
reasonable to
data on the basis of sex or race, it seems

point out that there were 11 boys and
360 group had

group,
group.

6

5

boys and

boys and

4

5

girls.

girls;

9

girls:

the Readi ng

the Programed Reading

There were two Blacks in each
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Larchmont School is located in the northeast part
of Norfolk, Virginia, about one-fifth mile from Old Dominion

University, the major urban university in Tidewater.

Larchmont School is a racially integrated primary school
drawing children from the Lambert's Point section of

western Norfolk, as well as children from the adjacent
Larchmont area.

Most of the White population lives near

the school in private homes and these children come from

middle class backgrounds.

The occupations of the families

vary but are predominately military-related.

The Black

families are primarily working class and live in apartment

houses and duplexes that border the southern extremity of
the university.

Many of the Black children come from

areas that are economically depressed.

These children

are bussed to school.

Methodology
The data were collected in sessions of approx-

imately one-half hour per subject.

Each subject was asked

Alfred and the
to read orally the selected story "King
The story was one that none of
Cakes" (see Appendix A).
before, and it was
the subjects had ever read or heard
that an average
intended to be difficult enough to ensure

number of miscues.
second grade reader would produce a

The following procedure was carried out:
1.

There was an informal conversation between
the researcher and the subject to establish

rapport and help put the child at ease.
2.

The subject was told that he would read a
story orally and that he would receive no

assistance during the oral reading.

If he

encountered difficulty with any of the
vocabulary, he should use any and every

method he knew, including guessing, to
try to resolve his difficulty.

If he still

was unable to resolve his problem, he was
told to skip it and go on.

Each subject

was told that he would be requested to

retell the story after he had read it
aloud.
3.

The oral reading of each of the 20 subjects

was audiotaped by the researcher.
4.

During the reading, the researcher marked
the miscues on a typed copy of the

selection which the subject was reading
from the original Open Court Basic

Reader basal.
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5.

Upon completion of the reading of the
entire story each subject was asked to
retell the story in his own words.

While

the researcher at times asked questions
in order to draw out responses from a

subject, she attempted to ask open-ended

questions which provided the reader with
no information that had not previously

been brought out in the retelling.
6.

The retelling was recorded on audiotape
for future thorough analysis and transcription.

The story selected was taken from the Open Court

series because the researcher had found out that the children

were not familiar with it;

yet it was within their reading

range and could evoke miscues.

The researcher had field

tested the story with other Norfolk second graders before

using it with the Larchmont children to be certain

sufficient miscues would be generated.

Analysis of the Data

Analysis of the Miscues
To verify the accuracy of the miscues recorded on
the typescript, the researcher checked the miscues marked
on the typescript against the audiotape.

In all cases the

researcher listened to the tapes with another professional.
used the
For each of the 20 subjects, the researcher

:
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Reading Miscue Inventory to analyze

(a)

the first 50

miscues generated by a subject if he generated more than
50 miscues, or

all of the subjects' miscues if he

(b)

generated 50 or fewer.
On this worksheet, several types of oral reading

deviations were marked.

The marking system was similar

to that of many informal reading inventories.

It was

organized around five key oral reading occurrences
substitution, omission, insertion, reversal, and repetition
of items.

After all the miscues had been marked on the

prepared worksheet, they were counted and then entered on
the Reading Miscue Inventory coding sheet.

miscues

was.

j

listed adjacent to the text's expected

response and was
columns
and

(3)

(1)

:

Each of the

i

given a number.

the miscue number,

Thus, there were three
(2)

the miscue itself,

what was printed in the story.

If the miscue

response was left
had been an insertion, the expected
miscue had been an
blank on the coding sheet; and if the
left blank on the
omission, the observed response was
in the story was
coding sheet, and what was printed
included.
sheet in the order
Miscues were put on the coding
subject
by the reader. When the
produced
were
they
which
in
were
it became coded as if it
produced only part of a word,
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an omission.

If the reader produced more than one attempt

the first complete word or nonword was coded as the miscue.
If a reader made repeated attempts at a word, the first

miscue was numbered and coded on the worksheet and only if
the repeated attempt differed in grammatical function was
it coded as an independent miscue.

recorded separately.

Other repetitions were

In setting miscues on the coding sheet,

if a reader omitted a full line or more of the story, it

was not coded as a miscue.
The Reading Miscue Inventory provided the basis
for the analysis of the miscues that were generated by the
20 subjects.

Seven of the Inventory's nine questions were

used in this study and three additional questions were
added.

Following are the guiding questions for this research
1.

Occurrence:

How many miscues were generated?

2.

Omissions:

What was the number of omissions?

3.

Nonword:

How many of the substitutions that

were produced were nonword substitutions?
4.

How much did the miscue

Graphic similarity:

look like the expected response?
5.

Sound similarity:

How much did the miscue

sound like the expected response?
6.

Grammatical function:

Was the grammatical

function of the miscue the same as the
response
grammatical function of the expected
7.

Correction:

Was the miscue corrected?
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Grammatical acceptability:

8.

Did the

miscue occur in a structure that was

grammatically acceptable?
Semantic acceptability:

9.

10.

Did the miscue

occur in a structure that was semantically

acceptable?

Meaning change:
a change of

Did the miscue result in

meaning?

The first three questions were dealt with by the

researcher on an independent tally sheet.

The remaining

seven were coded on a commercially prepared marking sheet.
The instructions for marking the last seven questions on the

coding sheet were set up by Y. Goodman and Burke (1972).
Graphic similarity:
Y

—

A high degree of graphic similarity exists

between the miscue and the text.
P

—

Some degree of graphic similarity exists

between the miscue and the text.
N

—

A graphic similarity does not exist between
the miscue and the text.

Sound similarity:
Y

—

A high degree of sound similarity exists

between the miscue and what was expected,
p

—

Some degree of sound similarity exists

between the miscue and what was expected.

:

.
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—

N

A sound similarity does not exist between
the miscue and what was expected.

Grammatical function:

—

Y

The grammatical functions of the two are

identical

—

p

It is not possible to determine the

grammatical function.

—

N

The grammatical functions of the two differ.

Correction

—

Y

The miscue is corrected.

There is an unsuccessful attempt at correction,

p

or a correct response is abandoned.

U

—

There has been no attempt at correction.

Grammatical acceptability:
Y

—

is
The miscue occurs in a sentence which

in
grammatically acceptable and is acceptable

sentences
relation to prior and subsequent
in the text.
p

—

which is
The miscue occurs in a sentence
acceptable
grammatically acceptable but is not
subsequent sentences
in relation to prior and
in the text.

Or the miscue is grammatically

portion that
acceptable only with the sentence

comes before or after it.

)
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—

N

The miscue occurs in a sentence that is not

grammatically acceptable.

Semantic Acceptability:

—

Y

The miscue occurs in a sentence which is

semantically acceptable in relation to

prior and subsequent sentences in the text.

—

P

The miscue occurs in a sentence which is

semantically acceptable but is not acceptable
in relation to prior and subsequent sentences
in the text.

Or the miscue is semantically

acceptable only with the sentence portion
that comes before or after it.
N

—

The miscue occurs in a sentence that is

semantically not acceptable.

Meaning Change:
Y
P

—
—

An extensive change in meaning is involved.
A minimal change in meaning is involved.

N -- No change in meaning is involved,

(pp. 126-127

.

Analysis of the Retelling
used to
A typescript of the oral retelling was

develop a retelling score for each subject.

An outline

researcher.
based on the story was prepared by the

Then

compared and a retelling
the outline and the typescript were
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score was established for each subject.
The following categories were taken into account:
1.

character and character analysis

2

theme

.

3.

plot

4.

significant events.

The retelling showed the ability of the readers
to interpret the story and to utilize strategies for

comprehending the content.

This aspect of the Reading

Miscue Inventory provided direct evidence of the subject's
ability or inability to recall factual details and

illustrated whether he had been able to read with meaning and
thus interpret the story content.

The analysis of the

total
retelling generated a comprehension score based on a
of 100 points.
30 points;

The character recall and analysis were given

points; the
the description of theme was given 20

and the recall
retelling of the plot was given 20 points;
the story was given
of significant events or happenings in
30 points.

was
The concern in this part of the analysis

reader could interrelate
to determine how successfully the
the content (Y. Goodman
interpret, and draw cone lusions from
and Burke, 1972).

the Inventory Coded
Determining Interre lationships of

marked and coded in the
Once all the miscues had been
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appropriate boxes on the Reading Hiscue Inventory
coding sheet, the interrelationships of various patterns
were examined in an attempt to decide what reading strategies
the subject had used and how effective the strategies had

The patterns were broken down into two categories:

been.

grammatical relationships and comprehension patterns.
The questions which examined correction,

grammatical acceptability, and semantic acceptability were
interwoven to produce patterns which showed how the reader
was able to produce oral reading that sounded like language.

Eighteen possible interrelationships were analyzed and then
set in the appropriate boxes on the coding sheet under
the columns headed "strength," "partial strength," "weakness,

and

"

overcorrection

.

"

The patterns were not scientific

formulas but merely possible combinations of answers to the
three questions that illustrated how effectively the

subjects were able to use grammatical relationships.
The questions which decided correction, semantic

produce
acceptability, and meaning change were interwoven to

whether or
possible patterns which showed the researcher
not there had been a loss of meaning.

There were 27

from these three
possible patterns that could be produced
had
The results showed whether the miscues
questions.

"partial loss of
caused "no loss of comprehension,"

comprehension," or "loss of comprehension."
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After these patterns had been recorded, the
first 50 niscues, or the total number of miscues if there

were fewer than 50, were counted in each of the categories
by finding the total number of miscues and dividing that

number by the number of miscues that were possible for
each category.
4

through

6

It should be remembered that for questions

it is possible that nothing was marked if the

miscue was an omission or an insertion.

Percentages were

calculated for each of the categories and were recorded
on the Reading Miscue Inventory coding sheet.

These

percentages illustrated the subjects' overall scores for
the oral reading and served as the basis for comparison with
the readers in the other reading program.

Presentation of results.

Once the percentages had

been tallied, the results for all the subjects were laid out
to determine the reading strategies that they had employed.

After devising appropriate tables to examine the outcomes of
behavior
the subjects' oral reading, the .researcher listed the
they were
of the subjects in the 10 categories as well as how

able to retell the story.

Then the miscues were compared to

in any
ascertain if one group had exhibited more strength

particular category.

Finally, the researcher sought to

between the miscue
determine if there were any relationships

results and the mode of formal reading instruction that
these two groups of second graders had received.

Limitations of the Study
This study analyzes the oral reading behavior
of a limited number of second grade readers with a specific

story at one sitting.
The results of the present study cannot be

generalized to a larger population.
The conclusion of this research reflects the

children's oral reading in their second year of reading and
thus does not provide the additional data and insights

that may be gained from a longitudinal study.
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CHAPTER

IV

ANALYSIS OF MIS CUE PHENOMENA

The major concern of the present study was the

analysis of the miscues generated by the 20 subjects and
the relationship of those miscues to the formal reading

instruction that they had received.

It was the researcher's

intent to determine whether the oral reading errors of the
subjects bore any relationship to their instructional

reading program.

The first program used in this study,

Reading 360 was classified as an integrated readinglanguage experience program in which the reader integrated

communication skills and combined the strategies of word
recognition and comprehension.

The second program used

in this study. Programmed Reading

,

was classified as

an approach utilizing controlled letter-sound correspondence.

developing
In this approach, the reader initially worked on
placed
the names of letters, with primary emphasis being
on translating graphic symbols into sounds.

Reading

36Q_

this study
and Programmed Reading were selected for

beginning
because they stressed different approaches to
Programmed Reading stresses discrimination
reading.
the use of materials
training of sounds and letters through
on key elements of words,
that focus the learner's attention
small proportion of English
and these materials utilize a
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words that follow regular grapheme-phoneme correspondences.
The Reading 360 program centers on learning to read

through the use of basal readers which place a heavy

emphasis both on word mastery, by means of phonics and
structural analysis, and on the development of literal,
interpretive, and problem solving comprehension skills.

Twenty second graders were selected from

a

primary

These children had been

school in Norfolk, Virginia.

instructed in reading with either the Reading 360 program
or the Programmed Reading program for the first year
of their primary school experience.

The 20 second graders read orally the selection

"King Alfred and the Cakes" from A Magic World
the Open Court Basic Readers

.

,

one of

The selection was chosen

to provide data for a miscue analysis.

The readers were

presented with a story which was new and unfamiliar to them.
reading
They were then asked to read the selection, and the

was audiotaped.

The readers read independently at twenty

miscues
separate sittings, and the researcher marked the

on a typescript of the story.

assistance from the researcher.

The readers received no
One of the important

researcher
components of a miscue analysis is that the
attempt to solve
gathers evidence about the way the readers
what reading
their own reading problems and ascertain
After the
arises.
strategies they employ when difficulty
the miscues marked on the
sessions, the researcher checked
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typescript by listening to the tapes.

miscues generated by

The first 50

or all miscues if the

a subject,

subject generated fewer than 50, were then qualitatively
analyzed.

This analysis was accomplished by using the final

seven questions from the Reading Mis cue Inventory manual.
The data that have been analyzed in this chapter

were divided into 11 categories necessitated by the

hypotheses that guided the research.

The categories that

will be examined deal with occurrence of miscues, miscues
per 100 words, omissions, nonwords

graphic similarity of

,

the expected response to the observed response, sound

similarity of the expected response to the observed
response, grammatical function of miscues, corrected miscues,

grammatic acceptability of miscues, semantic acceptability
of miscues, and meaning change.

The first two questions of the Reading Hiscue
the
Inventory were not used by this researcher because
of the
readers' dialect did not differ from the dialect

were asked
author in the controlled selection that they
readers' miscues
to read; and because none of the selected

involved intonation as a cause of

a

miscue or misunderstanding

in their oral reading.

Occurrence of Miscues
was examined to
The number of miscues generated
the quantity has on the
determine what effect, if any
,

.
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overall reading performance of beginning readers.

selection that was used consisted of 509 words.

The
The number

of miscues generated by the 20 second graders ranged from
8

to 156.

Both the lowest number of miscues generated

and the highest number of miscues generated were

produced

by readers in the Programmed Reading group.

Table

1

indicates the occurrence of miscues by

each of the 20 subjects.

The mean for the Reading 360

group was 52.2 miscues and the mean for the Programmed

Reading group was 62.1 miscues,

a

difference of 9.9

miscues

Table

1

Total Number of Miscues

Programmed Reading
“
McGraw-Hill

Reading 360
Ginn
Sub j ect

i

of miscues

Subject

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

114

201

33
29

202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

Total

522

63
44
87
42
38
20
52

m= 52.2

I

of miscues
77
8

25
43

156
56
18
87
58
93

621

Total
m= 62.1
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The total difference between the two groups was
99 miscues, with the

Programmed Reading group producing

more oral reading errors.

The total number of miscues that

the researcher examined was 1,143 miscues.

This data is

not in any w ay conclusive until other variables are

examined and then interrelated.

One of the strengths of

the psycholinguistic view of reading behavior is that
one does not judge reading performance on the quantity but

rather on the quality

Miscues per Hundred VJords
In addition to the number of miscues being

presented for each of the 20 subjects, the number of miscues
per hundred words was computed as another means of comparing
the quantity of the oral reading errors.

The MPIIW is found

by dividing the total number of words in the selection
(in this story,

509 words)

into the total number of miscues

that were generated by each of the subjects and then

multiplying by 100.

Three of the subjects in the Reading

360 group generated more than 11 miscues per hundred

words, while six subjects in the Programmed Reading

group generated more than 11 miscues per hundred words.
Table

2

shows the number of miscues per hundred

words produced by each of the 20 subjects.

The mean of MPIIW

while the mean of
for the Reading 360 group was 10.24/
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MPHW for the Programmed Reading group was 12.17, a
difference of 1.93.

Table

2

Miscues per Hundred Words

Programmed Reading
McGraw-Hill

Reading 360
Ginn

Subject

MPHW

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

22.4
6.5
5.7
12.4

Total

102.4

Subject

15.1

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

8.6
17.0
8.2
7.5
3.9

10.2

MPHW

1.6
4.9
8.4
30.6
11.0
3.5
17.0
11.4

18.2
121.7

Total
m= 12.17

m= 102 4

One of the significant differences between miscue
is that
analysis and other informal inventory procedures

oral reading
miscue analysis deals with the nature of the
every error is
error itself. With an IRI for example,
of the effect that
coded equally and five errors regardless
,

,

reading performance, place
they have on the child's overall
The reading educators
level.
the child at his instructional
research contend that the
who have been involved with miscue
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type of error is much more important than the number of

errors and feels that a reader should not be penalized for the

number of errors he produces.

It is only when the miscue alters

the moaning of what is being read that it is considered
to be serious and worthy of attention.

Number of Omissions
Often when a reader reads there are words that
he leaves out.

Omitting words or phrases may be done for

several reasons.
the word;

The reader may not be able to figure out

the reader may not need the word in order to

understand the message of the author; or the reader may
be able to select an alternative semantic or syntactic

structure.

K.

Goodman has described reading as a process

whereby the reader picks and chooses from the available
graphic display only what he needs to predict

a language

structure that is decodable (Goodman, 1969).

The

researcher examined the number of omissions of the two
groups of second graders to determine whether the groups

generated a similar number of omissions, what types of
omissions were produced and what effect, if any, those

omissions had on the readers' overall reading performances.
In the Reading 360 group all of the readers

were coded
left out words or made partial attempts which
as omissions.

were
The mean for the number of miscues that

was 12.0.
coded as omissions for the Reading 360 group
were three subjects
In the Programmed Reading group there

who did not omit any words.

The mean for the number of
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miscues that were coded as omissions for the Programmed
Reading group was 8.6.

The difference between the two

groups in the number of omissions was 3.4.

Subjects 202,

203, and 206 in the Programmed Reading group attempted

every new and unfamiliar word rather than leaving it out.

Subject 209, also from the Programmed Reading group,

produced 37 omissions.
interesting:

His use of omissions was

in the beginning of the story he omitted

single words, but after reading halfway through it, he

began to leave out large chunks of material.

miscues were omissions.

Table

3

Most of his

illustrates the number

of omissions for each of the 20 subjects.

Table

3

Number of Omissions

Programmed Reading
McGraw-Hill

Reading 360
Ginn
Subject

#

of omissions

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

52

Total

120

6
2

14
14

11
12
4
3

2

m= 12.0

Subject

#

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

of omissions

7

0
0
4
5
0

5
7

37

21
86

Total
m= 8.6

:
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'^ e Reading 360 readers, with
the exception of

subject 101, left out words that seldom altered the meaning
of the sentence or phrase.

Subject 101 mumbled continually

under his breath and every so often asserted, "I don't know
this!"

As he read through the story, the number of his

omissions steadily increased so that by his 50th miscue he

had produced 19 omissions and by the conclusion of his
reading he had produced 52 omissions.

Following are some specific examples of words
that were omitted by subjects in the Reading 360 group:

A moment later
I

his worries came to his mind.

well deserve ( your harsh words.
)

Anybody who accepts a task, whether (hej is
or peasant
...

a

king

,

The omissions of the subjects in the Programmed

Reading group were often partial attempts that were
coded on the coding sheet as omissions.

This meant that

the subjects were attempting the word but we re unable to

generate a complete word.

They relied very strongly on

word recognition skills such as structural analysis and
phonic analysis.

They did not appear to be using such

skills as configuration cues or context cues.

Following are some specific examples of words
that were omitted by subjects in the Programmed Reading

group

^>roS

—
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Alfred was deep in his (problems,}
<\\

—

Where was the best place to attack the Vikings?
...

there ruled a famous king naned Alfred the Great.

Weary and ( hungry;

;

he knocked on the door.

She fell to her knees and(began)to apologize.
...

a place to sleep in the little (hut).
sYv —
The cakes on the hearth were burnt to a crisp.

Often a reader who is using efficient reading
strategies will omit a word but that omission may not hamper
the message of the author

(Y.

Goodman, 1972).

However,

when a reader omits a word or relies on clues that will
not produce a meaningful message, that reader is not using

effective reading strategies.

In the Reading 360

instructional program, students were encouraged to utilize
various word attack clues and not rely exclusively on

phonic clues.

Thus, when subjects form the Reading 360

group left out words such as "all, "your

,

and

he

,

words
it can be said that they have omitted insignificant

that do not affect the meaning of what they are trying
to comprehend.

After the total body of data was examined, the
to be
researcher further concluded that there seemed
in the
indications that the omissions of the subjects

comprehension
Reading 360 group did not disturb their
great extent, while the
of sentences or phrases to any
group, although
omissions of the Programmed Reading

fewer, did affect their overall ability to derive a meaning'
ful message from the story; and these omissions caused the

readers difficulty in recalling the content of the story.

Humber of Monwords
When the reader produced a miscue that was not

recognizable as a known word in English, the miscue was
coded as a nonword.

It was possible for such a nonword

to carry meaning for the reader and in turn fulfill a

syntactic function.

The nonword substitution recorded

by the researcher looked as much as possible like the

expected response, giving the reader every benefit.

It

was identified on the coding sheet and referred to by
a

"

$" preceding it

(Goodman

&

Burke, 1972)

.

The

researcher examined the category of nonwords not only to
note occurrence, but also to ascertain if the variety
of nonwords generated by the two groups showed similar

patterns.

How similar to the expected response was the

nonword substitution in terms of graphic, phonological,
and syntactic features?

Table

4

illustrates the number of nonwords

generated by the second graders for the total reading
selection of 509 words.

Table 4
Number of Nonv/ords

Reading 360
Ginn

Subject

#

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

of nonwords

10

97

Total

8

10
5

12
7

m=

9

.

Subject

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

13
10
10
12

Total

Programmed Reading
McGraw-Hill

7

#

of nonwords

35
5
9

12
44
15
8

23
1

16

168

m- 16.8

The Reading 360 readers had a nonword mean
of 9.7, while the Programmed Reading readers had a

nonword mean of 16.8, a difference of 7.1.

A total of

97 nonwords were generated by the Reading 360 group

the
as compared to a total of 168 nonwords generated by

Programmed Reading group.

Following are some examples

group:
of the nonv/ords produced by the Reading 360

$exteremin/
$grop/ duty; $grayd/ gathered; $thug/ tongue;

entirely; $ankly/ unkindly; $hone/ honesty.

Following are

by the Programme d
some examples of the nonwords produced

Reading group:

$reged/ ragged; $agrid/ agreed; $askpcnse/

accepts; $famores/ famous; $answood/ answered; $hungre/

hungry; $cafs/ cakes; $follyall/ finally.
In examining the examples of the nonword

substitutions, it can be seen that miscues in both groups
of second graders have a high graphic and sound resemblance
to the expected response and often retain the same grammati

cal function.

The following examples illustrate the readers'
use of inflectional endings that are similar to the

expected response:
O.R.

E.R.

$ankly

unkindly

$wearly

weary

$frogined -

recognized

$spaking

speaking

$poorlems

-

problems

Another illustration of the beginning readers'
a miscue
reliance on high sound similarity is their use of

blend as
that begins with the same consonant or consonant
the expected response.
O.R.

E.R.

$perfermint

performed

-

stranger

$schoolding

scolding

$answood

answered

$strawger

O.R. = the observed response
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Within both groups there was

a

strong tendency to use word

attack skills, primarily phonics.

Graphic Similarity
One of the fundamental skills acquired by beginning

readers is mastering the conversion of written symbols
into oral language units.

The first step in reading is

comprehending what is heard through listening; the next
step is easy reading.

With easy reading the new reader

is required to associate sounds with letters.

The

researcher examined the area of graphic similarity to
ascertain how well the reader was able to reproduce the
graphic display constructed by the author.

This miscue

is examined to indicate to the reading educator and

researcher how much the reader is relying on graphic cues
to the exclusion of the other available cueing systems.

The graphic similarity of the miscue to the text was

examined to discern how much the miscue looked like what
was expected.

The miscue was classified as to having

a high degree of

graphic similarity, a moderate degree of

the text.
graphic similarity, or no graphic similarity to
similairty, the word was
In order to determine the graphic

beginning, a middle,
arbitrarily divided into three parts; a
observed response
If two or more parts of the
and an end.

miscue was coded to
resembled the expected response, the
similarity.
have a high degree of graphic

If one part
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the observed response resembled the expected response,

the miscue was coded as moderately resembling the text.

If

there was no graphic proximity between the observed and

expected response, the miscue was coded as having no graphic
similarity.

When determining the graphic relationship of

the miscue to the text, the researcher relied on her own

judgment and attempted to be consistent, used standard

spelling patterns, and gave the reader every benefit of
the doubt so that the observed response would most directly

resemble the expected response.
Table

5

indicates the results that related

to miscues that had a high degree of graphic similarity.

To obtain a high degree of graphic similarity, the two parts
of the observed response had to look like the expected

response.

The Reading 360 readers had a high graphic

similarity mean of 35.5 percent, while the Prograiamed
Reading readers had

a

high graphic similarity mean of

54.2 percent, a difference of 18.7 percent.

Thus, the

instruction
readers who had been receiving formal reading

correspondence
with a program that stressed letto -sound
t

with high
were more successful at generating miscues

graphic similarity.

:
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Table

5

High Graphic Similarity

Programmed Reading

Reading 360
Ginn

Subject

%

McGraw-Hill

high graphic

Subject

high graphic

81
75
60
51
32
44
72
34
47
46

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208

45

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

%

41
59

18
30
28
27
38
29
40

209
210

m= 54.2%

m= 35.5%

Some specific examples of miscues of the Reading

graphic
360 group that illustrate a high degree of

similarity are as follows
-

E.R.

king

-

kind

wife

-

life

will

-

well

discussed

-

disguised

or

-

our

you

-

your

for

-

from

greet

-

great

O.R.
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O.R. - E.R.

(cont'd.)

explored

-

exploded

begin

-

began

sold

-

told

wondered

-

wandered

come

- came

ever

-

even

Some specific examples of miscues of the

Programmed Reading group that illustrate high graphic
i

similarity are as follows:
O.R. - E.R.

way

-

may

fire

-

fired

your

-

you

arm

-

army

fee

-

flee

hit

-

hut

mary

-

many

invited

-

invaded

mud

-

mind

fulled

-

filled

Sound Similarity

When a reader is initially introduced to the
the graphemes
graphic display, he is involved in relating

with which he is already
that the print conveys to the sounds
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familiar.

When a reader is dealing with print, there

are no phonological cues;

instead the reader relies

on making the appropriate generalizations about the

correspondence between letters and their respective
sounds.

Thus, the researcher compared the sound similarity

of the subjects' miscues with the expected responses to

determine if the readers used sound-letter or phonic

generalizations effectively.
To determine the relationship of the observed

response to the expected response in the category of sound
similarity, the generated miscue was divided into three
sound units.

The miscue was coded to determine how much it

sounded like the sound of the word in the text: it was
coded as having a high degree of sound similarity, a

moderate degree of sound similarity, or no sound resemblance
at all.

Table

6

indicates the miscue results for high

sound similarity for the two reading group subjects.

The

subjects in the Reading 360 group had a mean for sound

similarity of 39.6 percent while the subjects in the

Programmed Reading group had a mean for sound similarity
percent.
of 58.6 percent, a difference of 19.0

:
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Table

6

High Sound Similarity
l

Reading 360
Ginn

Subject

%

Programmed Reading
McGraw-Hill
Subject

high sound

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

%

high sound

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

48
48
70
23
33
33
30
38
29

41

83
75
60
56
32
44
78
35

47
46

m= 5 8

=39.6%

rrv

.

6%

Some examples of miscues of the Reading 360

group that illustrate a high sound proximity are as follows
O.R. - E.R.

wondered

-

wandered

force

-

fierce

wife

-

life

expects

-

accepts

will

-

well

$woriz

-

worries

$hurth

-

hearth

Programmed
Some examples of miscues of the
sound proximity are as
Reading subjects that reflect high

follows
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O.R. - E.R.

may

lushing

way
-

lashing

failed

filled

$warsh

harsh

$sheepherd- shepherd

mary

many

worry

weary

Here, as with graphic proximity, subjects who

received reading instruction with primary emphasis on

mastering the alphabetic code to the exclusion of
comprehension showed a stronger tendency to generate oral
reading deviations which sounded like the text word but

were not the appropriate response.

Grammatical Function

Most readers begin reading with sufficient
language development to be able to deal successfully with
language patterns that occur in beginning reading materials.
One of the facets of miscue analysis is to examine how

closely the miscue resembles the text in its grammatical
function.

of
The researcher believed that both groups

an analysis
readers had a knowledge of syntax, and through
to ascertain if
of their miscues, the researcher hoped
syntax equally
both groups utilized this knowledge of

.
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satisfactorily.

The miscues that were produced by the

readers were examined as to whether they had

(a)

an

identical function to the expected response;

(b)

a

different function from the expected response; or

a

(c)

function that could not be identified.
Table

7

shows the percentage of both groups'

miscues that retained the grammatical function of the
textv/ord

Table

7

Identical Grammatical Function

Programmed Reading
McGraw-Hill

Reading 360
Ginn
Subject

%

identical function

Subject

m= 7 2

.

identical function
83
75
92
72
62

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208

61
78
81
81
70
61
63
74
94
65

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

%

67
72
67
63
68

209
210

m=72 1%
.

8%

miscues
The mean for the Reading 360 group for
to the text
possessing an identical grammatical function
the Programmed
was 72.8 percent, while the mean for

Reading group was 72.1 percent,

a

difference of

percent.

.
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This illustrates very sharply that both groups of second

grade readers had a substantial awareness of syntax,
and even when they generated words that were unlike the
text, they did attempt to retain the same grammatical

function a higher percentage of the time.

Miscues that are Corrected

Readers may try to correct miscues which upset the

grammatical structure and the meaning of the sentence that
they are reading;

however, correction may not occur if

the miscue has produced a sentence or sentence portion

that sounds like meaningful language.

Further many

beginning readers are instructed that reading is an exact
process and that they must read each and every phoneme;
in addition, often they are not permitted to regress while

they are reading aloud.

A reader may employ self-correction

when he realizes that something he has vocalized does not
sound like language;

then the researcher is able to

observe a reader regress and this regression can be examined.
In the present study the researcher coded the regression

uncorrected
as to whether it was a corrected response or an

response
of
The researcher examined the corrected miscues

how often they
the two groups of second graders to determine

corrected their miscues.

Table

8

indicates the percentages

of corrected miscues for both groups.

Subject 202 had the

209, who never
highest number of corrections, while subject

2

3

.
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regressed to alter his oral reading, had the smallest

number of corrections.

The mean for the percent of

corrections for the Reading 360 group was 14.2 percent,
while the mean for the Programmed Reading group was
13.3 percent, a difference of

percent.

.9

Table

8

Miscues that were Corrected

Reading 360
Ginn

Subject

%

Programmed Reading
McGraw-Hill

miscues corrected

101
102
103
104
105

Subject

21.0
30.0

9.0
37.5
32.0
18.6
1.9
5.3
11.1
11.4

1.9

210

6.4

24.1
17.4
6.8
6.9
19.0

m=14

miscues corrected

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209

9.0
6.0

106
107
108
109
110

%

0

m= 1 3

.

.

Following are some examples of miscues that were

corrected by the subjects in the Reading 360 group:
Alfred was forced to flee for his \l i f e
The cakes on the hearth were burntv^to a crisp.
(

O

How was he going to ^get his army together again?
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Following are selected raiscues that were
corrected by the Programmed Reading group:
I

well deserve youry harsh words.
(c)^

You can earn your\supper by watching these cakes.
(O

Alfred repaid the woman s~\kindn ess
*

_

In this category both groups of second grade

readers made very little use of correction as a reading
strategy.

The researcher cannot draw any conclusion but

can only conjecture that the rigidity of the instructional

reading procedures may not have permitted the children to
reread and correct their miscues.

Grammatical Acceptability
In written as well as in oral language, sentences

are held together by their syntactic structure.
(

Weber

1970 found that children expect sentences that they
)

read to conform to the language structure with which they
grammatical
are already familiar and that children use this

knowledge while they read.

A skilled reader may deviate

or grammatical
from what he is reading and substitute a word

sentence.
structure that results in a grammatical English

researcher believed that
As with grammatical function, the
knowledge of what
these beginning readers had an intuitive

structure and what is not.
is an acceptable grammatical
the miscues was examined
Thus, grammatical acceptability of
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to ascertain how well these two groups could utilize their

knowledge of language, and whether one group was more

proficient than the other.
In coding a miscue for its grammatical accept-

ability, the miscue is examined in the context of the

sentence to determine if it occurs in a structure which
is grammatically acceptable.

If it occurs in a sentence which

is grammatically acceptable and is acceptable in relation

to prior and subsequent sentences in the selection, the

miscue is coded to have a high acceptability.

If the miscue

occurs in a sentence which is grammatically acceptable but
is not acceptable in relation to prior and subsequent

sentences, the miscue is coded to be partially acceptable.

This classification may also apply if the miscue is

grammatically acceptable with only the sentence portion
that comes before or after it.

Finally the miscue is coded

to be grammatically not acceptable if it occurs
in a sentence that is not grammatically acceptable.

Table

9

indicates the percentages of grammatically

acceptable miscues for the two groups.

The mean for

gramatically acceptable miscues for the Reading 360
grammatically
group was 72.04 percent, while the mean for
group
acceptable miscues for the Programmed Reading
percent.
was 70.67 percent, a difference of 1.37
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Table

9

Grarrtmatically Acceptable Miscues

Reading 360
Ginn

Subject

%

grammatically
acceptable

54.0
72.7
82.8
80.0
68.2
68.0
80.9
65.8
90.0
58.0

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

m= 7 2

.

04%

Programmed Reading
McGraw-Hill
Subject

%

grammatically
acceptable

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

82.0
87.5
88.0
74.4
60.0
68.0
88.8
66.0
32.0
60.0

m= 70.67%

The two groups of second graders were quite

successful at using their knowledge of language structure.
They adjusted their reading so that their oral reading

deviations did not affect the grammatical structure of the
selection that they were reading aloud.

There does not

and
appear to be any relationship between this category

by these
the mode of formal reading instruction received

difference is
two groups of second graders; the mean
subjects show no
minimal and the differences among the 20
pattern.

Rather, their ability to use and maintain
acceptable structures may have been a

syntactically

confines of this study.
reflection of factors outside the
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Semantic Acceptability

Many readers when reading aloud utter words that
have no relevance to what they are reading but are similar
in sound and syntax to the words in the oral reading

selection.

Other readers substitute synonyms or words

that do not make sense when they encounter new and

unfamiliar vocabulary.

The researcher examined the miscues

of the two groups of second graders to see if the children

produced acceptable semantic miscues within the total
context of a sentence.

The miscues were examined to

determine if they had occurred in

a

sentence which was

semantically acceptable, and was acceptable in relation
to prior and subsequent sentences in the selection and if

this proved so, the miscue was coded as semantically

acceptable.

If the miscue had occurred in a sentence

which was semantically acceptable but was not acceptable
in relation to prior and subsequent sentences in the story,

the miscue was coded as partially semantically acceptable.

Finally, if the miscue had occurred in a sentence which

was not semantically acceptable, that miscue was coded
as semantically unacceptable.

Here the purpose for

the
examining the miscue was to determine how proficiently

understandable structures
two groups were able to generate
than on correct
and thus read with more stress on meaning

pronunciation of words.
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Table 10 indicates the percentages of

semantically acceptable miscues for the two groups.
The mean for the Reading 360 group for semantically

acceptable miscues was 23.12 percent, while the mean for
the Programmed Reading group was 15.13 percent, a

difference of 7.99 percent.

Table 10

Semantically Acceptable Miscues

Reading 360
Ginn
Subject

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

%

semantically
acceptable
6.0
21.2
13.8
28.0
13.6
40.0
54.8
15.8
20.0
18.0

Programmed Reading
McGraw-Hill
Subject

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

%

semantically
acceptable
8.0
12.5
20.0
23.3
24.0
18.0
5.5
8.0
20.0
12.0

illustrate that the
The results of this analysis
reading instruction
readers who had received their formal
experience approach
with an integrated reading-language

sentences
produced more semantically acceptable
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Meaning Change
As a reader attempts to recreate the author's

message, he makes use of his prior conceptual and

experiential background to aid in the overall comprehension
of what he is reading.

The reader may produce deviations

from the story and it is possible that these deviations

will not alter the author's message.

However, the reader

may fail to use his knowledge of graphophonic

,

syntactic,

and semantic cueing systems and may produce a miscue that

results in an alteration of the author's message.

The

researcher examined each of the subjects' miscues to
ascertain if these oral reading deviations had altered
the author's message, and if one group of second graders

produced more miscues that showed an extensive change
in meaning as the researcher predicted.
In dealing with this aspect of the miscue analysis,

the researcher recorded whether the miscue resulted in an

extensive change in meaning,
or no change in meaning.

a

minimal change in meaning,

Table 11 illustrates the miscue

results for extensive meaning change.

The mean for

was
extensive meaning change for the Reading 360 group
Reading,
75.08 percent, while the mean for the Programmed

group was 87.44 percent,

a

difference of 12.36 percent.

.
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Table 11
Iliscues with an extensive Meaning Change

Reading 360
Ginn
Subject

%

Programmed Reading
McGraw-Hill

extensive

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

92.0
75.7
86.2
70.0
81.8
64.0
52.4
73.7
75.0
80.0
m= 7 5

.

Subject

%

extensive

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

92.0
100.0
80.0
86.0
88.0
88.0
94.4
84.0
78.0
84.0

m= 87.44%

0 8%

This aspect of miscue phenomena is especially

interesting for it is here that readers really illustrate
that they are processing the written material and involving

themselves in a task which is comprehension-centered.

Although subject 202 produced only eight oral reading
deviations, all of his deviations were such that they

altered the author's message.

This illustrates that it

that needs
is not quantity of miscues but rather quality

to be examined.

Subject 107 generated 42 miscues but only

half of these altered the message of the author.

Both

means, reflecting chat
of the selected groups had very high

comprehension
these beginning readers used limited

strategies
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Summary
The examination of the miscucs generated by the
two groups of second graders, one which had received formal

reading instruction with an integrated reading-language

approach through a basal reader and the other with a

phonemic-linguistic approach through a programmed format,
has led to several conclusions concerning the relationship

of generated miscues to the mode of formal reading

instruction.

Analysis of the data yielded several results

that supported the basic hypothesis of this study, namely
that there is a relationship between oral reading behavior
as exhibited in readers' miscues and the reading program

that they have experienced.
The subjects in the Programmed Reading group

produced 18.7 percent more miscues that were high in
graphic similarity to the expected text word.

produced 19 percent more miscues that had

a

They also

high degree

of sound similarity between the observed response and the

expected response.

This may, as the researcher predicted,

illustrate the reliance of these readers on letter-sound

correspondences as the primary means of unlocking new and

unfamiliar vocabulary.
The readers who were in the Reading 360
not
program generated 7.08 percent more miscues that did

change the meaning of the story.

This reading group,

as
which had been instructed to read with meaning

a goal,
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produced an average of 14.09 percent of miscues that did not
alter the author's message, while those who had received

instruction focused on strategies for unlocking words

produced only an average of 7.01 percent of miscues that
did not alter the message.

This difference is sizable, and

the researcher ascribes it to the fact that the Reading
360 program places more emphasis on understanding what

the author has written and why he has written it than on

processing written symbols for their own sake.
Based on the examined data there appeared to be
a

relationship between the mode of formal reading instruction

and the miscues generated by two similar groups of second

grade girls and boys who had different exposures to

beginning reading.
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CHAPTER

V

INTERRELATIONSHIPS AND RETELLING ANALYSIS
The model of reading advanced by the researcher
is one developed by K.

Goodman (1971) and is based on the

premise, that reading is not a precise, detailed, sequential

perception of phonemes, morphemes, and phrases, as many
reading educators have suggested.

Rather, reading is

defined as a selective process which
.

.

.

involves partial use of available minimal
language cues selected from perceptual
input on the basis of the reader's
expectations. As this partial information
is processed, tentative decisions are made
to be confirmed, rejected, or refined as
reading progresses (Goodman, 1970, p.260).

Goodman's model of the reading process places

a

major

emphasis on the interaction between language and thought as
a

reader decodes.

All of the language systems are important

in this decoding process and all of these systems inter-

relate to allow a reader to predict a decodable language
structure.

In seeking to discover more about this process,

the researcher looked at the miscues of the selected second

graders to gain a better understanding of their strategies.
In the previous chapter the miscues were examined as

independent phenomena, in this chapter the miscues are
first interrelated and then examined.

.
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Grammatical Relationships

When a reader is actively involved in obtaining a

message from what he is reading, he utilizes various
strategies

.

Some of the strategies employed are unconscious

and are the result of all the linguistic competencies that
a child has acquired by the tine he is encouraged to read

(Slobin, 1971).

A child has

a

knowledge of syntactic

structures which include phrases, sentences, words, and
affixes.

This knowledge, however, is always obvious in a

child's oral reading behavior.

The researcher examined

various aspects of miscues and interrelated them to determine
how successfully the readers used their knowledge of

grammatical relationships and, more specifically, to
determine if the two groups of second graders used different
strategies
For determining how effectively the subjects were
able to understand grammatical relationships, three of the

miscue phenomena were interrelated.

dealt with correction of the miscue;
dealt with grammatical acceptability;

with semantic acceptability.

The first category
the second category

and the third dealt

In oral reading it is possible

for a reader to produce a sentence that is grammatically

acceptable but not semantically acceptable.

Strings of

generating any
words can be syntactically in order without
thus readers can produce sentences which have
meaning;
not
identifiable syntactic structures but which are

.
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semantically coherent.

When interrelating the three

categories that were coded, the researcher utilized the
tables conceived by Y. Goodman and Durke in the Reading
Iliscue Inventory manual to determine how proficiently

the selected second graders utilized grammatical relationships.

The result is 18 possible patterns.

These results

can then be recorded on a coding sheet ranging from

relationships which illustrate strength to those illustrating

weakness
Figure

1

represents the means for grammatical

relationships for the readers of the Reading 360 group.
Figure

2

represents the means for the Programmed Reading

group.

Figure

Grammatical Relationships

strength

:

partial strength

1

Reading 360

weakness

over correct ion

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

"

43.2%

29.6%

2

4.7%

2.7%

0
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Figure

2

Grammatical Relationships
strength

partial strength

:

Programmed Reading

weakness

overcorrection
100
90
80
70

60
50
40
30
20

48.5%
25.3%

25%

10

1.2%

For determining which pattern of the 18 would be

possible for the miscue when it was interrelated, the decision
was based on the readers' ability to use the cueing systems
of syntax and semantics as well as correction strategies.

Readers who used syntactic and semantic cueing systems

effectively and who also were able to use correction
strategies showed strength in grammatical relationships.

When readers used the grammatical cueing system to the

exclusion of semantic cues and were unable to make reasonable
use of correction strategies, they demonstrated partial

strength in grammatical relationships.

When readers did

reasonable
not use grammatical cues, syntactic cues, or
in
correction strategies, they demonstrated weakness

grammatical relationships.

Finally, when readers overused

appropriate to do oO,
the correction strategy when it was not

0
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they demonstrated the pattern of overcorrection.
I

Comprehension Patterns
The researcher was interested not only in how the

subjects brought their knowledge of syntactic structures to
the reading situation but also in how well these subjects

were able to read and predict meaningful language.

The

researcher interrelated and then examined three other aspects
of the generated miscues to ascertain comprehension

strategies used by the two groups of second graders when
they were presented with a new and unfamiliar oral reading
selection.

In determining whether or not the subjects

oral reading had been comprehension-centered, the miscue

results that dealt with correction, semantic acceptability,
and meaning change were interrelated and based on the

guidelines conceived by Goodman and Burke (1972).
seven patterns were possible.

Twenty

The primary purpose of

reading is the effective communication of meaning;

and

ft

reading

is a

means whereby the reader reconstructs a message

that is graphically encoded by the author.

Comprehension

then confirming
is the result of the reader's predicting and

language units in graphic form.

A reader who did not alter

no way altered the
the meaning of what he was reading and in

pattern of
meaning of the story received a comprehension
When the reader changed the
comprehension."
"no loss of

his miscue but
meaning of the sentence slightly through

"
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was still able to derive some moaning, that reader's

miscue was patterned as "partial loss of comprehension."
When the reader's miscue produced

structure which resulted

a

in no meaning, that miscue was patterned as "loss of

comprehension.

Figure

3

represents the comprehension patterns

for the Reading 360 group.

Figure

represents the

4

comprehension patterns of the Programmed Reading group.

Figure

3

Figure

Comprehension Patterns:

No loss

10

20

Programmed Reading percent
of means

Loss

P.L.

71.2%

18.6% 10.2%

0

4

30

P.L. = Partial loss

40

50

60

70

80

90

100
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In comparing the loss-of-comprehension patterns

of the two reading groups, there is a mean difference of 7.1

percent.

The readers in the reading program that integrated

the elements of word attack and comprehension were able to

use better comprehension strategies and predict more

meaningful language structures than the readers in the

program that stressed naming words, uttering sounds, and
manipulating the syntax of what is being read.

However, in

comparing the quality of these readers’ strategies to that
of other readers, the readers in this study are categorized
as using some effective reading strategies.

and Burke (1972)

Y.

Goodman

categorized readers as those who

highly effective use of reading strategies,

effective use of reading strategies,
use of reading strategies, and

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

make

make moderately

make some effective

make ineffective use of

reading strategies.

Analysis of the Retellings
his
When each of the 20 subjects had completed

"King Alfred and the
or her oral reading of the story
by the researcher to tell
Cakes," the subject was requested
about what was just read.
all that he or she could remember
researcher to ascertain
This provided another way for the
the story even when efficient
how well the reader understood
being used. It was possible,
reading strategies were not
but to be
to generate a nonword
adcr
re
a
for
example,
for
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quite certain of the concept being expressed by the author.
Here the researcher was often able to determine if the

reader had a concept but was unable to identify the word
and say it correctly.

The retellings were recorded on

audiotape and were later transcribed verbatim, analyzed,
and assigned a score.

A retelling score indicated not

only how much the reader recalled about specific details
of the selection but also whether the reader understood the

theme, major concepts, characters, and plot of the story.

Retelling scores
In order to determine what scores the readers

would obtain in their retelling, the researcher developed
a

rating sheet (Appendix B).

The highest possible score

for the retelling was 100 percent and was an expression of
the reader's ability to retell the story by interpreting

what the author had written, establishing the viewpoint
of the story, and coherently relating the actual happenings
to the researcher.

Before scoring the retellings the researcher

divided the selection into four areas.

The first area dealt

story;
with the recall of the three main characters in the

the second area, with the theme of the story;

with the plot of the selection;

the third area

and the fourth area, with

events of the story.
the major happenings or significant
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The

subjects, upon completion of their oral

reading, were asked to tell the researcher what the story

was about.

The researcher supplied no information that the

subjects did not volunteer;

when a lull arose, she asked

questions based on the information that the subjects had
given in previous statements.
It should be pointed out that the retellings were

scored without the researcher's knowing which subject

belonged to which of the two reading programs.

Scoring

was done with as much objectivity as possible.

The

researcher read the retellings in transcript form and then
categorized on a retelling coding sheet the information
that the readers had communicated orally.

After all the

retellings were scored, the researcher fit each subject
into his or her respective reading program group and

computed the actual retelling scores.
Table 12 indicates the retelling scores for the

subjects in the Reading 360 group and the Programmed

Reading group.

The retelling mean for the Reading 360

group was 42.5 percent and the retelling mean for the

Programmed Reading group was 25.6 percent,
of 16.9 percent.

a

difference

According to Goodman and Burke, on the

average the readers in Reading 360 would be classified
strategies, while
as employing moderately effective reading

classified as
the Programmed Reading readers would be

employing some effective reading strategies.

.
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Table 12

Retelling Scores

Reading 360
Ginn

Subject

Programmed Reading
McGraw-

Retelling score

101
102
103
104
105

16
50
18

27
49
37
55
41
71
61

106
107

108
109
110

m = 42.5%

nm

Subject

Retelling score

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

15
54
16

53
5

31
28
18
14
22

m = 25.6%

The instuctional program of Reading 360 stresses

both literal comprehension, which is the specific recall of

what the reader has read, and inferential comprehension, which
is the ability to go beyond the factual level and recall of

events to deal with significant details and concepts.

The

Programmed Reading program has as one of its main purposes
the translating of graphic symbols into sounds;

there is

in the
little emphasis on understanding and comprehending

early stages of learning to read (Dykstra, 1968)

Description of Theme and/or Plot
Eight of the 10 subjects in the Reading

36_0_

and/or plot of the
group were able to articulate the theme
They had a sense of the
story "King Alfred and the Cakes."
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importance of reading for the communication of an idea
or thought;

and as they retold the story, they searched

for the author's message.

In the Programmed Reading

group only two out of the ten were able to communicate an

understanding of the theme and/or plot of the selection.

Summary
The analysis of grammatical relationships,

comprehension patterns, and retelling has led to several
conclusions concerning the relationship of the generated

miscues to the mode of formal reading instruction that these
selected second graders had received.

The researcher found

in examining the data that the subjects in the Reading 360

group consistently performed better.

The Ginn program

stresses the integration of the three language systems,

enables the readers to use a variety of strategies, and

encourages them always to read for meaning.

The results in

the patterns of comprehension and in the retellings

substantiate this claim
The comprehension pattern results, dealing with
change,
correction, semantic acceptability, and meaning

respectively, show the Reading 360 group receiving

a

percent, while
mean for "no loss of comprehension" of 25.0
a "no loss of
the Programmed Reading group received
of
mean of 18.6 percent. This difference

comprehension"

subjects in the integrated
6.5 percent illustrates that the
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reading-language program geneerated more miscues that resulted
in no change of meaning.

Of even greater importance was

the difference in the groups'

abilities to communicate the

information, facts, and relationships from the story.
In the retelling situation, as it was set up, it

was necessary for the readers to be actively involved in

procressing the story content so that they could in their
own words recount the characters, discuss the actual

happenings as they had occurred, refer to the sequence of
events, and share their perceptions of the generalization

around which the story w as constructed.

The 10 readers

who had been instructed with Reading 360 a beginning
reading program stressing literary enjoyment and understanding through attention to these criteria, were better
at expressing themselves and interpreting the story line.

The readers who had been instructed with the Programmed

Reading program were unsuccessful at relating the theme
and plot of the story, reflecting the lack of emphasis
for
that their instructional program places on reading

meaning.
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CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS

This study focused on the relationship of miscues
of selected second grade readers to the formal reading

instruction that they had received.

The two instructional

programs that were used for this study were Ginn's Reading
36 0

and McGraw-Hill's Programmed Reading

.

These

tv/o

beginning reading programs were chosen because they represented
two different approaches to the teaching of reading.

Reading

360 can be described as a reading-language instructional

program that integrates the four communication areas of
listening, speaking, writing, and reading.

Beginning reading

is approached through emphases on expressive processes and

on the development of literal, inferential and problem

solving comprehension skills.

Programmed Reading

emphasizes that the early reader should establish a control
of sound-letter correspondences, and the program introduces

words that are carefully selected to permit the beginning
reader to discover for himself the relationships between
the letters and the sounds.

Twenty boys and girls from

a

racially integrated

selected to
primary school in Norfolk, Virginia, were
received their
participate in this study because they had
were at the time of the
formal introduction to reading and
reading instruction
miscue analysis still receiving formal

Programmed Reading.
with either Reading 360 or

.

,.
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The 20 second graders were asked to read orally
the selection

King Alfred and the Cakes."

This story

taken from a third grade basal reader, was selected for the
oral reading because none of the subjects had read or heard
it before.

It was essential that the selection be difficult

so that the subjects would produce miscues, or oral reading

errors, that could be examined by the researcher.

The

miscues of the subjects were analyzed through the use of the
Reading Miscue Inventory

,

a

procedure for diagnosis and

evaluation developed by Y. Goodman and

C.

Burke (1972)

The general purpose of this study was to examine
the possible relationships that exist between children's

oral reading deviations and the mode of formal reading

instruction that they have received.

It was hypothesized

that the readers' miscues would show a close correlation
to the reading approach that they had experienced.

Thus,

readers who had received instruction with Programmed

Reading would generate miscues that would illustrate
their dependence on letter-sound relationships for identifying new and unfamiliar words, while readers who had received

formal reading instruction with the Reading 360 program

would be capable of using both comprehension and work attack
strategies
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The questions that guided the analysis of the

generated miscues were the following:
1.

How many miscues were generated?

2.

What was the number of omissions?

3.

How many of the substitutions that were

produced were nonword substitutions?
4.

How much did the miscue look like the

expected response?
5.

How much did the miscue sound like the

expected response?
6.

Was the grammatical function of the miscue
the same as the grammatical function of

the expected response?
10.
7.
8.

Was the miscue corrected?
Did the miscue occur in a structure which
was gramatically acceptable?

9.

Did the miscue occur in a structure which
was semantically acceptable?
Did the miscue result in a change of meaning?

From the final four questions the researcher
set up by
interrelated the results and used patterns
determine grammatical
Y. Goodman and Burke (1972) to

relationships and comprehension patterns.

Finally, the

abilities for
researcher assessed the 20 subjects'
story content through
interpreting and comprehending the
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their oral reading.

The retelling is a procedure in which

the reader is asked to recall the story that he has just

finished reading aloud, and then, if need be, to respond
to a set of open-ended questions in which the researcher

offers no new information.

Research-Guiding Questions
It was expected that the subjects in the

Programmed Reading group would produce oral reading
deviations that would, when coded, show

a

high degree of

graphic and sound similarity to the expected response.

The

reading goals of Programmed Reading stress that as
readers interact with written material, they should attempt
to figure out new and unfamiliar words by relating the

physical attributes of the word to other known words which
appear similar, or should designate possible sounds to the
letters and letter combinations of the unfamiliar word.
The researcher's expectation was confirmed.
The subjects in the Programmed Reading group

comprehending
were expected to read with little emphasis on
the written material.

These readers were instructed to

with little
read by learning letter-sound relationships
the content.
stress, if any, directed to comprehending
expectation was
After analysis of the data this research
confirmed.
group were
The subjects in the Reading 360
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expected to exhibit an ability to use graphic and phonemic
cues and to produce miscues that would illustrate a moderate

degree of graphic and sound similarity between the miscue
and the expected response.

An integral aspect of their

reading program is that the reader should figure out the
identity of an unfamiliar word on the basis of its spelling,

making use of grapheme-phoneme correspondences.
The researcher anticipated that the subjects in
the Reading 360 group would produce more semantically

acceptable miscues, as they focused on producing sentences
or phrases that would be understandable and meaningful

language structures.

The 10 readers from the Ginn program

did produce more semantically acceptable miscues.
It w as expected that the subjects in the Reading
360 group would be more capable of remembering and

comprehending the main idea, characters, and general happenings of the story.

Some of the dimensions that Reading 360

attempts to include in its program are recognition and
recall of details, main ideas, sequence, comparison,
cause and effect relationships, and character traits.

Based on the retelling scores of both groups of readers,
the story
the Reading 360 students did remember more of

line and general story detail.
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Research Findings and Implications
Mis cue Quantity
It was found that the readers in the Reading 360

group generated 522 miscues, while the readers in the

Programmed Reading group generated 621 miscues.
was a difference of 99 miscues.

This

It was further found that

the Reading 360 group had a mean of 10.24 MPHW, while

the Programmed Reading group had a mean of 12.17 MPHW.

Many reading educators utilizing miscue research contend
that the type of error is much more important to under-

standing the reader's behavior than the number of errors
(Allen, 1969).

What had to be examined was not the

number difference but rather what effect the oral reading

deviation had on the reader's gaining meaning from what
was written.

Many miscues are not and should not be

classified as errors

(K.

Goodman, 1970).

Thus, this category

gives data to the researcher, but does not by itself

reflect much about the subject's oral reading performance.
readers
It was shown that the Programmed Reading
Readi ng
produced an average of 9.9 more miscues than the
360 readers.

The researcher is not willing to attribute

reading instruction.
this difference to the mode of formal

Omissions and Nonword Substitut ion^
in the Reading
It was found that the subjects

36
_

0

omissions, and the subjects in
group produced a total of 120
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the Programmed Reading group produced a total of 86

omissions.

produced

a

The subjects in the Reading 360 group

total of 97 nonword substitutions, while the

Programmed Reading group produced

a total of 168 nonwords.

What appears to be evident here is that the subjects who

had received instruction that concentrated on mastering

letter-sound relationships had

a

tendency to create new

words rather than omit what they were trying to figure out.
The Programmed Readers had been instructed to say each

speech sound in their reading and pay close attention to
the graphic display;

therefore, these readers attempted

to sound out new and unfamiliar words rather than omit them.

The difference of 71 nonword substitutions between the

two groups illustrates what the Programmed Reading

subjects attempted to produce nonsense oral utterances more

often than the Reading 360 subjects who, when they were
unable to attack a new and unfamiliar word often preferred
to omit it.

They omitted on an average of 3.4 times more

than the other group.

Graphic and Sound Similarity
The subjects in the Reading 360 group produced

had a high degree
an average of 35.5 percent of miscues that

response and the
of graphic similarity between the expected
Programme_d
observed response, while the students in the

percent of
Reading group produced an average of 54.2
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miscues that had a high graphic similarity.

In the category

of sound similarity the Reading 360 group produced an

average of 39.6 percent of miscues that had a high sound

similarity between the expected response and the observed
response

,

while the Programmed Reading group produced

an average of 58.6 percent of miscues that had a high sound

similarity.

These readers had greater success at coming

closer to the expected response both graphically and

phonetically.

The subjects in the Programmed Reading

group had been instructed to look closely at the configuration
of words

,

examine the structure of each word, and use their

knowledge of letter-sound relationships whenever possible.
As the researcher indicated in the questions that guided

this study, it was expected that there would be a difference

here that would reflect the orientation of the reading
program.

Although both groups of second graders had been

encouraged to figure out the identity of new words on the
basis of their graphic display, the Reading 360 group
was also encouraged to use more diversified reading

strategies.

Grammatical Function
Of the miscues produced by the Reading 360

group, 72.8 percent retained the same grammatical function
the miscues
as the expected response, while 72.1 percent of
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produced by subjects in the Programmed Reading group
retained an identical grammatical function.

The similarity

in the oral reading behavior of the two groups clearly

illustrates that although the students may not be aware of
it, they have unconsciously acquired a knowledge of their

language.

These readers, regardless of the mode of formal

reading instruction that they received, demonstrated

a strong

sense of language structure.

Corrected Miscues
The subjects in the Reading 360 group corrected

their miscues an average of 14.2 times, while those in the

Programmed Reading group corrected their deviations on
an average of 13.3 times.

The difference between the averages

of the two groups was .9.

This difference is quite slim, and

draw any implications
it is not possible for the researcher to

about the readers' regressing to self-correct.
the groups utilized this strategy well.
Y.

Neither of

According to

not developed
Goodman (1972) typical second graders have

and then realize that
the ability to read, predict ahead,
into the structural
what they have just read does not fit
or semantic context of the story.

ptable Miscues
Syntactically and Semantically Acce
the two groups generated
The researcher found that
acceptable miscues than semantically
many more syntactically
miscues
of 72.04 percent of the
acceptable ones. An average
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°f the Reading 360 group were syntactically acceptable,

while an average of 70.67 percent of the niscues of the
Programmed Reading group were syntactically acceptable.
An average of 23.11 percent of the miscues of the Reading
360 were semantically acceptable, while an average of

15.13 percent of the miscues of the Programmed Reading

group were semantically acceptable.

average of 7.98 percent.

The difference is an

This difference may well be

accounted for by the instructional emphasis of the Reading
360 program, which highlights reading as a language process

of which comprehension is an integral aspect.

The

results that show the Reading 360 subjects producing
more semantically acceptable miscues are consistent with
the Ginn philosophy of encouraging readers to use word

attack skills as well as comprehension strategies.

Meaning Change
An average of 14.09 percent of the miscues of
the Reading 360 group resulted in sentences in which the

miscue caused no change in meaning.

The subjects in the

Programmed Reading group produced an average of 7.01
percent of miscues v/hich did not alter the author
message.

s

It is here that miscues are examined most

what is
closely, for when miscues alter the meaning of
For the
written they are considered to be most serious.
which the author
miscues that changed the meaning from that
average difference
had intended to communicate, there was an
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of 12.36 miscues between the two groups.

Thus, the data

assembled on meaning change once again seem to illustrate
that the subjects from the Reading 360 group used the

instructional emphasis with which they had been taught.

When they substituted a word or left

a

word out of the

sentence, it proved to be a minor hindrance to their

receiving meaning from the phrase or sentence they were
reading.

Grammatical Relationships and Comprehension Patterns
For determining how effectively the readers were
able to use grammatical relationships, the categories of

correction, grammatical acceptability, and semantic

acceptability were interrelated and examined.

The mean

for grammatical strength for the Reading 360 group was
29.6 percent, while the mean for grammatical strength for
the Programmed Reading group was 25 percent, a difference

of 4.6 percent.

When the category of "partial strength"

was added to that of "strength," the readers in the two

groups appeared to be doing eguallv well.

The two groups

successfully
of readers used their knowledge of syntax more
in
than their knowledge of semantics, as was illustrated

the area of syntactical acceptability.

For the comprehension pattern results, the
of comprehension"
Reading 360 group received a mean of "no loss
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mean of 18.6 percent, a difference of 6.5 percent.

Here

the Reading 360 group illustrated through their miscues

that they could produce miscues without effecting their

understanding of the story.

To be analyzed as a no-loss

pattern, the reader’s miscue had to be semantically acceptable and in no way alter the meaning of the story.

Retelling
The final category examined by the researcher

illustrated the selected readers' abilities to orally
communicate their interpretations and understandings of the
story’s characters, theme, plot, and major events.

The

retelling score results for the Reading 360 group were
an average of 42.5, while the retelling score results for

the Programmed Reading group were an average of 25.6.

The subjects in the Reading 360 group were better able
to relate orally their understandings of what the selection

was about.

Many informal reading inventories and tests

often ask questions whose answers are a reflection of the
comprehend.
child's memory rather than the child's ability to

questions
In the procedure used in this study no direct

were used;

about
instead, the reader was encouraged to talk

the story.

asked
When it was necessary, the researcher

information to the
open-ended questions that supplied no new
subject.

The readers from the Reading

360^

group were

details, main ideas,
better able to recognize and reca 11
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character traits, and story sequence, and this ability might

well be a result of the dimensions that their reading

program incorporates.

Concluding Statement
The researcher concluded from this study that oral

reading errors appear to be directly related to the

instructional reading programs.

The miscues generated were

consistent with the different emphasis of Reading 360 and

Programmed Reading and showed that various strategies were
at work as an outgrowth of divergent instructional emphases.

Implications for Teacher Education
The major implication of this study is that reading

educators need to understand the reading process so that
they can make productive instructional decisions as they help

children who are learning to read.

This understanding of

reading will come from a closer examination of what happens

when a reader interacts with written language.

discussed in this study, is

a

Reading, as

receptive language process.

courses have
Thus the direction that many reading methods
reading using
taken now has to be replaced by analyzing

psycholinguistics.
insights and tools from the field of

.
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Teachers of reading are concerned not only with
the developmental process but also with diagnosis of

reading problems.

If a reader is not making effective use

of the three language cueing systems, by examining the

patterns of miscues, a reading educator can determine what

limitations the reader may have as a result of the specific

approach to which he has been exposed.

The skilled teacher

will then be able to suggest alternatives and devise

appropriate reading strategy lessons.
In many developmental reading courses little time
is directed to the goals and instructional objectives of

divergent reading programs.

It would benefit teachers of

reading to become better informed about commercial reading
systems.

More and more teachers are being given the

opportunity to decide which approach and which commercial

program they want to use in their classroom.

It is

important that these teachers have sufficient knowledge of

what may be the outcome of their using one program as

opposed to another
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Suggestions for Further Study
Some possible avenues for further research have

been suggested by this study.
1.

Systematic observation, and recording of

beginning readers' reading with emphasis
placed on their individual performances.
2.

Examination of fourth and sixth graders
to ascertain if the effects of an

instructional basis are apparent.
3.

Conducting of an attitude survey to
determine if there is any correlation

between the focus of one's beginning
reading instructional program and one's

attitude and interest in reading.
4.

Asking of more in-depth questions by
reading educators about the possible
effects of reading instruction on

children's reading behavior.

APPENDIX A
TEXT OF STORY USED IN THE STUDY

.
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KING ALFRED

A1ID

THE CAKES

English Legend
0101

In England

0102

famous king named Alfred the Great.

King Alfred was one

0103

of the best kings England ever had.

He was both kind and

0104

just to his people.

0105

One time Alfred's country was invaded by the fierce and

0106

warlike Vikings.

0107

Alfred's small army by surprise, and Alfred himself was
forced

0108

to flee for his life.

0109

Alfred disguised himself as

0110

through the woods and swamps for several days until finally

0111

he came upon a poor woodcutter's hut.

0112

Weary and hungry, he knocked on the door.

0113

cutter's wife answered.
could

0114

in the
spare him something to eat and a place to sleep
little

0115

hut

0116

0117
0118
0119

,

many hundreds of years ago, there ruled a

During one battle, the Vikings took King

a

shepherd and wandered

The wood-

Courteously Alfred asked if she

She did
in pity.
The woman looked at the ragged stranger
Our hut io poor,
"Como in", she said.
not know who he was.
You can earn your supper
but what we have we will share.
baking, while I go out and milk
by watching those cakes I am

Ill

0201

the cow.
Watch them carefully.
cakes off

0202

the fire before they burn."

0203

Alfred thanked her and sat down before the fire.

0204

A moment later all his worries came to his mind.

02 05

was he going to get his army together again?

0206

best place to attack the Vikings?

0207

defeat them and drive them from England?

0208

in his problems, and he forgot all about the cakes.

0209

In a little while, the woodcutter's wife returned to the

0210

hut.

Be sure to take the

How

Where was the

What was the best w ay to

She found it filled with smoke.

Alfred was deep

The cakes on the

hearth
But Alfred still sat before the

0211

were burnt to a crisp.
fire, deep

0212

were
in thought. He had not even noticed that the cakes

0213

she
burning'. When the poor woman saw the burned cakes,

0214

fairly exploded with anger.

0215

"You lazy, daydreaming knave', she cried.

Look what

0217

for any of us! And
you've done! Now there'll be no supper
Alfred hung his head in
she gave him a good tongue-lashing.

0218

shame and did not say a word.

0216

0221

the woodcutter came home.
In the middle of her scolding,
cried
at once. "Hush, woman!" he
He recognized the stranger
and
our home? It is our great
"Do you not know who honors

0222

noble lord, King Alfred himself!"

0219

0220
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0223 The poor' woman was terrified.

She fell to her knees and

0224 began to apologize. She begged him not to have her killed

0225 or punished for speaking to him, a king, so unkindly.

0226 But the noble Alfred told her to rise,

0227 right in scolding me," he told her.

"You are entirely

"Anybody who accents a

0228 task, whether he is a king or peasant, accepts the duty of
0229 seeing that it is well performed.

0230

I

let them burn.

I

I

agreed to watch the cakes;

well deserve your harsh words."

0301 Thus, with honesty and forgiveness, Alfred repaid the
0302 woman's kindness to a poor stranger.

Soon he gathered his

0303 army again and drove the Vikings out of England.

APPENDIX B

RETELLING RATING SHEET

RETELLING RATING SHEET
King Alfred and the Cakes

Character Analysis
recall (15)

development

Alfred

troubled, kind and just,
honest, humble

woodcutter's wife

poor, kind, and generous

(15)

woodcutter.

Theme

(20)

If anybody agrees to perform

its completion.

a task,

he should assure

The king was more involved with his

own thoughts than with the task at hand and allowed
the cakes to burn.

Plot

(20)

The story is about what happens when a king, disguised
as a shepherd,

comes to the house of a woodcutter and

is given a task to carry out by the woodcutter

Significant Events

s

wife.

(30)

Vikings invaded England, and King Alfred had to flee
for his life.

Alfred disguised himself as

a

poor shepherd.

swamps for
Alfred wandered through the woods and
several days.

poor hut.
Alfred arrived at the woodcutter's
told him to
Woodcutter's wife let Alfred in and
watch the cakes on the stove.
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She went out to milk the cow.

Alfred sat down before the fire and thought about
his problems.
Woodcutter's wife returned to burning cakes.
She exploded with anger and lashed out at the disguised
king.

Woodcutter arrived home and recognized his king.
Woodcutter's wife begged for forgiveness.
All three reconciled.

King repaid woodcutter's wife for being so kind to
a poor shepherd.

King gathered his army.
King drove the Vikings out of England.

APPENDIX C

READING MISCUE INVENTORY QUESTIONS
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READING MISCUE INVENTORY QUESTIONS

Question

DIALECT.
Is a Dialect Variation Involved
in the Miscue?

1:

If a variation is involved, the appropriate
box is marked "Y" for yes. If no dialect
variation is involved, the box is left blank.

Question

Is a Shift in Intonation
INTONATION.
Miscue?
the
in
Involved

2:

If a shift is involved, the appropriate box is
If there is no variation
marked "Y" for yes.
involved, the box is left blank.

Question

GRAPHIC SIMILARITY. How Much Does the
Miscue Look Like What Was Expected?*

3:

Y - A high degree of graphic similarity exists
between the miscue and the text.
P - Some degree of graphic similarity exists

between the miscue and the text.
N - A graphic similarity does not exist between
the miscue and the text.

Question 4:

SOUND SIMILARITY. How Much Does the Miscue
Sound Like What Was Expected?*

exists
y _ A high degree of sound similarity

between the miscue and what was expected.

exists
P - Some degree of sound similarity

between the miscue and what was expected.

exist between
N - A sound similarity does not
expected.
the miscue and what was

or insertion, this category
If the miscue is an omission
than one word,
If the miscue involves more
is not marked,
If the miscue involves
this category is not marked.
marked.
intonation, this category is not

*

: :

.
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Question
Question

GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION. Is the Grammatical
Function of the Mis cue the Same as the
Grammatical Function of the Word in the Text?*

5:

Y -

The grammatical functions of the two are

identical
P -

It is not possible to determine the
grammatical function.

N - The grammatical functions of the two differ.

Question

CORRECTION.

6:

Y -

The miscue is corrected.

P -

There is an unsuccessful attempt at
Or a correct response is
correction.
abandoned.

-

N

Question

There has been no attempt at correction.

GRAMMATICAL ACCEPTABILITY. Does the Miscue
Occur in a Structure which Is Grammatically
Acceptable?

7

Y

-

P

N

Question

Is the Miscue Corrected?

The miscue occurs in a sentence which is
grammatically acceptable and is acceptable
in relation to prior and subsequent
sentences in the text.
The miscue occurs in a sentence which is
grammatically acceptable but is not
acceptable in relation to prior and subsequent sentences in the text. Or the
miscue is grammatically acceptable only with
the sentence portion that comes before or
after it.
is not
The miscue occurs in a sentence that
grammatically acceptable.

SEMANTIC ACCEPTABILITY. Does the Miscue
Occur in a Structure which Is Semantically
Acceptable?

8

Y -

which is
The miscue occurs in a sentence acceptable
semantically acceptable and is
subsequent
in relation to prior and
sentences in the text.
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P -

The miscue occurs in a sentence which is
semantically acceptable but is not
acceptable in relation to prior and subsequent sentences in the text. Or the
miscue is semantically acceptable only with
the sentence portion that comes before or
after it.

-

The miscue occurs in a sentence that is not
semantically acceptable.

N

Question

9

MEANING CHANGE. Does the Miscue Result in
a Change of Meaning?

:

Y -

An extensive change in meaning is involved.

P -

A minimal change in meaning is involved.

N

-

No change in meaning is involved.

APPENDIX D

PATTERNS OF GRAMMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS
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PATTERNS OF GRAI1I1ATICAL RELATIONSHIPS

STRENGTH

PARTIAL
STRENGTH

WEAKNESS

OVERCORRECTION

Columns

Columns

Columns

Columns

6 + 7+8

6+7 + 8

6+7 + 8

6+7+8

Y+N+N

N+Y+N

N+N+N

Y+Y+Y

Y+P+N

N+Y+P

N+P+N

P+Y+Y

Y+Y+N

P+Y+N

N+P+P

Y+P+P

P+Y+P

P+N+N

Y+Y+P

P+P+N

N+Y+Y

P+P+P

APPENDIX E

PATTERNS OF

COI1P REHENS ION
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PATTERNS OF COMPREHENSION
No Loss

Columns

Partial Loss

Loss

Columns

Columns

Columns

Columns

8+9

6 + 3+9

6 + 3+9

6+8+9

6 + 8+9

Y+Y+N

Y+P+N

N+P+P

P+N+P

N+1J+P

Y+P+P

Y+N+N

N+Y+P

P+P+P

N+N+Y

Y+P+Y

N+N+N

P+Y+N

P+Y+P

N+P+Y

Y+N+Y

Y+Y+P

P+Y+Y

P+P+N

P+N+Y

N+Y+N

Y+N+P

N+Y+Y

P+N+N

P+P+Y

N+P+N

Y+Y+Y

6+
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